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ABSTRACT
Singular value analysis plays an essential role in linear multi-*
variable feedback design. In addition to 'the closed-loop stability,
the design requirements can be expressed in terms of the singular values
of the loop transfer function. Some existing frequency domain diagona-
lization design methoda are evaluated in terms of the design requirements
and are shown to be restricted in their applicability. By using the
properties- of the singular value decomposition of a system, a new fre-
quency dmain diagonalization design method is derived. This method is
simple and can be used to meet the design requirements. An example
shows the applicability of this design method.
The satisfaction of the design requirement by using the linear
quadratic methodology is discussed. By considering specific choices
of frequency dependent quadratic weights, a systematic way of shaping
the singular values of the loop transfer function is described.
Dr. Bernard C. Levy
Title: Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
The importance of using feedback in control system engineering has
long been recognized by designers as a way of achieving some of the
following design objectives:
Wi) Stabilization of an unstable system
(Ui) Achievement of performance criteria such as a specified
transient response and/or frequency response characteristics.
(iii) Reduction of the system response to noise.
However, an important issue in feedback control system design is the
presence of model uncertainties. Indeed, any model is at best an
approximation of reality and the relatively low order linear time in-
variant models most often used for controller synthesis are bound to be
rather crude approximations. More precisely, there is a certain range
of inputs typically bounded in amplitude and in frequency for which
the model is a reasonable approximation of the given system. Outside
this range, due to neglected nonlinearities and dynamic effects, the
model and the true system may behave in drastically different ways. The
principal danger occuring is that the design operating with the true
system may become unstable. In the language of control theory, we must
design a robust feedback control system where the term robustness refers
to the extent to which variations from the nominal design model can
occur without destabilizing the overall closed-loop feedback system.
In classical single -input -single-output design, robustness issues
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are well understood and are often specified in terms of gain margin and
phase margin requirements. However, for multiplerinput multiple-output
(MIMO). systems, similar robustness measures are not straightforward. A
major progress in the study of these problems was the work of Lethomaki
[3] , which introduces various robustness tests defined in terms of the
singular values of the nominal open-loop system transfer function, when
the nominal closed-loop system is stable. However, the robustness
properties of feedback systems cannot be optimized without considering
the deterministic and stochastic performance objectives of the control
system. For open-loop stable systems, this is clearly demonstrated
since the moat robust control system is the open oop system with no
feedback, Of course, for this open-loop system the transient response
to ak step input command or the response to disturbances may not meet
the performance specifications. This underscores the fact that there
exists a fundamental tradeoff between robustness and deterministic and
stochastic performance.
For single-input single-output (SISO) control systems these issues
are well understood. The classical frequency domain techniques for
SISO design naturally handle the robustness characterization. These
techniques employ various graphical means (e.g. Bode, Nyquist, Nichols
diagramel for displaying the system model in terms of its frequency
response. From these plots, it is easy to determine the minimum change
in model frequency response that leads to instability and also to
estimate the system transient response for various inputs. Thus,
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classical control system designers can observe the fundamental tradeoffs
that must be made from these plots.
This is in contrast to the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
case where these tradeoffs are not clear, Many design techniques for
MEMO systems such as pole placement, state-space or frequency domain
methods ignore partially or even completely the robustness issue. This
is merely due to the fact that these design techniques do not use analyti-
cal tools for which robustness tests are availablej in particular, they
do not use the singular values of the open-loop transfer function [1],
[3]. However, the classical SISO formulation of the feedback design
problem in the face of uncertainties can be generalized easily to
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems. Considering the singular
value decomposition of the open4loop transfer function, we can obtain
some MIMO generalizations of the classical Bode gain/phase constraints
which limits ultimate performance of feedback in the face of uncertainties.
More specifically, as shown in [1], the fundamental tradeoff between
robustness and deterministic and stochastic performance imposes design
constraints on the singular values of the open-loop transfer function.
Thus, a useful perspective for the design of multivariable feedback
systems will be to
Ui) stabilize the nominal closed-loop system
(ii) shape the singular values of the open-loop transfer function
as function of the frequency, in order to satisfy the robustness/
performances tradeoff.
This will constitute the multivariable feedback design approach
taken in this thesis.. This approach is very similar in nature to that
of Doyle and Stein in [1], Design constraints on the singular values
requires sound engineering judgement about the nature of modelling
errors based on the physics of the controlled system. This is far from
trivial in practical applications, However, it is hoped that practical
experience with physical systems may provide further insight into how
to specify design constraints since engineering knowledge about modelling
errors is, not always easily interpreted in terms of singular values.
Our multivariable design approach gives us a way to evaluate MIMO
desaign precedures Indeed, engineers who design multivariable control
system cAn use several methods. Depending on the problem they want to
solve, they use "their engineering good sense" to select the design
method that seems the most appropriate. However, this choise of design
method is not perfectly rational, This motivates the need for a clearer
'4ew of what is common to existing design methods and what makes them
different. A significant part of this thesis is devoted to evaluating
several MIMO design procedures and their ability to meet design require-
ments.
In addition, a useful approach to multivariable feedback design
corresponds to methods that diagonalize MIMO systems. This allows to
employ classical SISO design techniques and thus to simplify the MIMO
design problem. Unfortunately, existing frequency domain MIMO dia-
gonalization techniques do -not ensure stability for a sufficiently large
.-4-
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class of modelling errors, This -motivates the need for a more satisfac-
tory frequency domain diagonalization technique that allows the singular
values to be shaped as- a function of frequency.
1.2 Thesis QOanization
Thia thesis is organized as follows:
:n Chapter 2 we first review some preliminary definitions and pro-
perties of the singular values of a matrix, Then we show the importance
of singular values in control by introducing a design perspective in terms
of the singular values of the loop transfer function, We also give .some
special attention to how closed loop stability can be achieved. This
presentation exposes what are the desirable features of multivariable
feedback deign methods-, We then turn our attention on some presently
avatlable design methods. We first discuss frequency-domain based de-
sign methods which diagonalize MIMO systems, i. e. the "Characteristic
Loci" and the "Inverse Nyquist Array" methods. Then we present the
time-domain based design methods by exposing the main-features of the
Linear Quadratic approach Since these design methods are well known
to control designers, our presentation will be concise and we will focus
mainly on the design philosophy used for each of these methods.
In Chapter 3, we study frequency-domain diagonalization techniques.
We first evaluate existing diagonalization methods in terms of their
ability to shape the singular values of the open loop transfer function.
It is shown that this will be the case only for a restricted class of
systems. This leads us to consider an alternative compensator structure
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based on the singular value decomposition of the nominal plant model
which allows the singular values of the open loop transfer function to
be shaped at the plant input as well as. at the plant output. Further
results on the singular value decomposition of the plant model allows
us to develop a Nyquist stability criterion for the closed loop system
with oupw compensator structure. The implementation of the compensator
ts' then considered. It. reduces to an approximation problem. A trivial
approximation algorithm is introduced and leads to the development of
a design procedure appropriate to meet the design requirements. However,
this design procedure =ay be limited by its approximating scheme. The
approximation problem is then discussed in more detail, An approximation
scheme consisting of an interpolation algorithm followed by an optimal
model, order reduction technique is developed. This leads to an alter-
native design procedure,
In Chapter 4, we study the time'domain based design methods, A
rewew of the Linear Quadratic methodology shows how the quadratic
weights can be chosen for shaping the singular values. However, it
appears that the flexibility in the choice of the singular values of the
loop transfer function is constrained by the lack of dynamics in the
Linear Quadratic feedback loop. This motivates. an alternative method
of design [29] derived from the systematic Linear Quadratic dynamic
compensation by Gupta [12]. Special choices of the frequency dependent
weight matrices are studied. This results in methods that allow to
shape the singular values of the loop transfer function with frequency.
-7-
The Chapter 5 gives an application example of the design procedure
described in Chapter 3. The successive steps of the design procedure
are applied to the CK. 47 helicopter. Some comnents on different issues
(approximationsa perfomance/robhstness tradeoff) arising in this design
approach are presented, This gives an illustration of our design pro-
cedure and w:1l show its applSicability.
The Chapter 6 consIsts- of conclusions and suggests directions for
future research,
1.3 Thesis Contributions
The =4in. contribut ons. of this thesis are:
(.1. .The unification of existing multivariable feedback design methods
by evaluating them under a common perspective of design,
(2) The development of a new diagonalization approach adequate to meet
thep destgn requIwements' and avoiding the basic flaws of existing
frequency domain. diagonalization techniques.
(31 A discusslon of the impact of approximation problems on control
systems design.
C4). A discussion of linear quadratic methods from the point of view of
singular value shaping.*
The results- of this thesis summarize and extend the state of the
art on multivariable feedback design by formulating the design- problem
as a singular value shaping problem.
-8-
1 4 Notation
SISO
MIMO
LQ
IQG
CL
INA
LTI
SVD
A-
TA
A
det A
ding[k 
, . . n
C
iR .
p
S(A)
a (A)
max
a (A)
min
X
single-input single..output
multiple-input multiple-output
linear quadratic
linear quadratic gaussian
charactewisttc loci
inverse nyquist array
linear time invariant
singular value decomposition
complex conjugate transpose of the matrix A
transpose of the matrix A
invere of the matrix A
identity matrix
determinant of A
diagonal matrix of diagonal elements kl,...,kn
the complex nuihbers
the real numbers
th
p order norm
th
i eigenvalue of A
ith singular value of A
largest singular value of A
smallest singular value of A
vector X
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complex conjugate of the scalar a
magnitude of the scalar a
the product (a12 . n)
the $A= (1 +a 2 +...+a1 2n
N(, f Cs),Cl.- the number of clockwise encirclement of the
point S by the locus of f Cs) as s goes around
the closed contour C in the complex plane in a
clockwise sense
Nyquist contour of Fig, 2.5
a
Ia!
n
n
q a I
it, :i
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CHAPTER 2: BACXGROUND
2.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce some basic results and
concepts which will be necessary to understand the developments of later
chapters. However, since these concepts are standard in the control
area, our presentation will be brief. For further developments the reader
can consult the references mentioned below,
We will begin by reviewing some preliminary definitions and proper-
ties of the singular values of a matrix. Then the importAn=e of singu-
lar values in control will be shown by introducing a practical design
perspective for multivariable feedback control problems. This design
perspective is expressed in terms of singular values of the loop trans-
fer function and in terms of the closed-loop system stability. Special
attention will be given on how the stability can be achieved. This
presentation will expose what are the desirable features of a multi-
variable feedback design methodology.
We will present two categories of design methods. We will first
discuss frequency domain-based design methods and more particularly the
"Characteristic Loci" (CL) and the "nverse Nyquist prray" (INA) design
methods. Then we will turn to time domain-based design methods and
expose the main features of the Linear quadratic (LQ) design methodology.
Since a thorough discussion of all these design methodologies would be
tedious, details will be skipped and we will rather focus our attention
on the design philosophy used for each of these methods.
-11-
2.2 Mathemattcal Prelimina:ries, Singular values of a Matrix.
The following definitions and properties are elementary concepts
of matrix theory and can be found in many books on linear algebra [ 16 V.
The singular values of a complex n x m matrix A, denoted a. (A),
are the k largest non negative square roots of the eigenvalues of A A,
where k = min (m,n), i.e.:
a. (A) = 1/2 HA) 1 (2.1)
1 i
where we have assumed that the It 's are ordered so that, a >i+l'
The maximum and minimum singular values may respectively by defined
by:
2
man (A) =O#(A) = maxO (2.2)
2
SCymnA) -= o'A) =- mmin~ J. jAj j.2 , if A 1 exists (2.3)
mm x/O x ~l2
where W '2 is the usual Euclidean norm of the vector x and where
1 kI12i called the spectral norm of the matrix A.
The smallest singular value a . (A) measures how near the matrix Amin
is to being singular 6-2f rank deficient (a matrix is rank deficient if
its rows and columns are linearly dependent). To see this, consider
the problem of finding a matrix E of minimal spectral norm that makes
A+E rank deficient. Since A+E must be rank deficient, there exists a
nonzero vector x such that, 11xi2 = 1 and (A+E)x = 0. Thus:
-12-
a Ain) 2 2 - I E 2 = max(E)
Therefore, E must have a spectral norm of at least amin (A) otherwise
A+E cannot be rank deficient. Assuming square matrices, we have the
property:
a . (A) > e (E) + A+E is non singular
min ma
The smallest singluar value gives a notion of the "distance to singu-
larity". This property turns out to allow the formulation of various
robustness tests 1 3],
A convenient way of representing a matrix that exposes its inter-
nal structure is the singular value decomposition (SVD). For an nxm
matrix, the SVD of A is given by:
H kHA = UV z a (A) u V (2.4)
where U and V are unitary matrices, i.e., U H = VV = I, with columns
vectors denoted by:
U = 9i 09f
and where Z contains a diagonal non negative definite matrix Z of
singular values arranged in descending order, i.e.
1 , .n > m
CE , 01 m > n
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withZ diag [al,...,ok]; k = min(m,n). The columns of U and V are
H H
unit eigenvectors of AA and A A respectively and are called the left
and right singular vectors of the matrix A.
When A is a square matrix, further properties hold. From the
singular value decomposition, it is clear that the number of non.zero
singular values gives the rank of A. Furthermore, the smallest non-zero
singular value gives a notion of the distance to rank deficiency for A.
The SVD gives a complete information on the structure of A. Let us now
give other useful properties of singular values for square matrices [17].
- CM a,(A) 6' (B) < C. (A+B) < a (A) + a. (B) (2.5)j +j- j
assuming that the singular values are arranged in descending order.
- ii) c (A) (A) is called the condition number of A with res-
a (A)
pect to inversion. Unitary matrices have a unit condition number.
- (iii) Eigenvalue bound; the eigenvalues of A have magnitudes
bounded by the spectrum norm of the matrix, i.e.
(A) < FP(A) Vi = I, .. n.
The fact that singular values are assactAted to a matrix norm, namely
the spectral norm, and that they give a notion of distance to singularity
explains their usefulness in the study of multivariable feedback systems.
2.3 The general 'Feedback, ldesign ;blem
2.3.1 Desicrn ReSfirements
The role of this section is to introduce typical design requirements
-14-
for linear multivariable feedback systems. The developments presented
here rely heavily on the work of .JJ. Doyle and G. Stein in [1].
We will consider a standard feedback configuration illustrated in
Figure 2.1. An optional precompensator is used to achieve arbitrary
command shaping. Disturbances are assumed to be reflected at the output.
All signals are multivariable in general and the mathematical models for
the plant and compensator are finite dimensional time-invariant systems
with transfer function matrices G(CsYI and K(s). The configuration,. when
it is stable, has the following propertiess
Input-output bet ier
y = GK(I + GK)"l Cr -n) + (0+GK)"l d (2.6)
e = k-y = (I+GK) (r-d) + GKI+GK) n (2.7)
Transfer function sensitivity
When changes occur in the plant such that the plant becomes
G' = G + AG
then:
AH = (I+G K) AH (2.8)
u ot
where
AH =GK(.+G K1 GK)7  +GI
u
AH = GKC+GK1 -N KCa GKI
AH and AH denote changes in the closed-loop transfer function and
changes in a nominally equivalent openrloop transfer function respecti-
vely.
D:
output
PRECOMPENSATOR COMPENSATOR PLANT
S + E K(s) G(s)
input
( sensor
noise
Figure 2,1: Standard feedback configuration
Litl -
y --h6.
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Equation (2,4) shows that good command following and disturbances
rejection can be achieved by makng the inverse return difference matrix
(I + GK) Usmall" r Equation (2.8) shows that loop sensitivity is improved
under the same condition provided that G* and G are not too different.
The notion of size of a matrix can be captured in terms of singular
values or, equivalently, in terms of matrix norms,. The requirement that
(I + GKI sbould be "Omall' means that we should havesI + G(QL1 KCj(O)i large for all frequencies 03 where
the conmands, plant changes, disturbances are significant (2.9)
say o W (
From the inequality derived from (2.5), we have:
'(GX) C1 (I + GK} < a CGK) *+ 1,
The condition (2.91 requires to achieve high loop gains, i.e., q (GK)
large for frequencies o < O 4 6o
But loop gains cannot be made arbitrarily large over an arbitrarily
large frequency range Ei], Instead, they must satisfy certain per,
foxmance tradeoffs and design limitations. A major performance tradeoff
concerns the sensor noise attenuation.
From equation (2,6), the effect of sensor noise on the output is
given by:
y = GK(I + GK). n In when T(CGK) large
Thus, sensog notse attenuation requtxes tbAt GK(X + GKI1 should be
9xtall" ;C. gpequenctes' wheoe the sensor noise is significant, This
yield* the destgn requirement;
I 0(1 + GK 1 (jo)) large a frequencies where n (jo is large . (2.10)
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Since the requirement that 0'CI GK (j1) be large can be approximated
by the condition that C(C Cjwl KCjco)1 be small, the design requirements
(2.9) - (2.10) clearly impose a tradeoff, But feedback designers would
have little to complain if they had only to satisfy the tradeoff between
command following - disturbance rejection and sensor noise attenuation.
In practice, the requirement of tolerance of uncertainties on the plant
G, most often overshadows any other loop gain limitation. Though a sys-
tem may be designed using linearrtime invariant models, the design must
operate on a real physical system. The properties of physical systems,
in particular the ways in which they deviate from finite-dimensional
linear models put strict limitations on the frequency range over which
the loop gains may be large.
To account for differences between the "true" system G $ (s) and our
nominal system GCs), several model uncertainties representations are
available. Following J.J. Doyle and G. Stein in 1 1 ], we choose a
multiplicative form, i.e.:
G'(s) = (I.+ L (s)) G (s) (2.11)
where L(s) is a perturbation operator which represents uncertainties
reflected at the output of the plant. We assume thatg
Typically, Z (0) will be small at low frequencies and increases to unity
and above for higher frequencies, as represented in ;Vigure 2.2. The
-18-
L (W)
II
I
I WGWi
L
Typical uncertainty representationFigure 2.2:
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determination of Z (0) may not be easy, A practical example can be
m
found in [ 2]. Since our design operates on the "true" system Gt (s),
performance objectives such as good comumand following and disturbance
rejection are achieved under conditions analogous to (2,9) where GI (s)
replaces G(s), so that we must have -
I a(I,+G'(jW) K(jW)) large for a 
certain frequencyI (2,12)
range o < ,
Therefore, the problem of designing good feedback loops in the face of
uncertainties requires a condition of the type:
ps (4) < a(.I + G4 (.jW) K(jw)) WO <W
where ps (W) is large positive function of W, specified over the defined
frequency range by performance objectives as good conuand following,
disturbance rejection. Since
a(I+GK) - a (L) &(GK) < 01(+GtK),
This performance objective is satisfied ifg
ps(o)() < a(GCjCo) KCjIIl WO < W (2,13)
m
a(G(1Y K(J 64Y
where C(O)) = (.G j6)) K(j6)) is the condition number of GK, Assuming
that C(4)) is not too different from unity, this design equation is
meaningful only when, m < 1. When Im approaches unity, we must worry
in fact much more about stability than performance, Namely, the
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stability of the nominal closedq'oop system must be maintained under all
possible perturbatione L Cs such thati
a (L(0e)) < 'E (03),
When this is the case, the system is said to be robust against uncer-
tainties by assuming that the nominal closed-loop system is stable and
by using arguments based on the nultivariable Nyquist criterion, J.J.
Doyle and G. Stein have shown that the robustness property is satisfied
if:
0'(.I,+ CGIK)'1 (.J)) >-'. (01 , (2,14)
Since CI(GK 1(joj)) - 1 < o((GC) 1Cjed) + If < (GK' + 1, this
robustness requirement reduces when I (oil becomes large to the high
m
loop gains limitation:
C(G(j(O) K(jO))) < for frequencies
m (2,15)
where Zm (0) is large
Conditions (2.13) - (2.15) together sunmarize the multiple input-multiple
output feedback control design problem with uncertatntiegs, Gtven the
plant G(s), given the bound Co(l on uncertainties and given a perfor-
m
mance objective ps(W), we want to find a compensator K(s1 such that:
(i) The nominal system GK[I+GKJ ' is stable.
(ii) The "robustness" condition (2.15) is verified.
(iii) The "performance" condition (2.13) is satisfied as well as
possible.
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The restrictions imposed on performance are motivated by the fact that
robustness is a prime -design requirement. Condition (il and (iii) allow
us to plot a typical design requirement as in figure 2.3,
It is worth to point out that model uncertainties representation
have been assumed to take a multiplicative form and that uncertainties
have been assumed to be reflected at the output. Indeed, other types
of model error structure could have been chosen and would have given some
other robustness conditions similar to the one that we have obtained.
As shown in [ 3], these different choices and their associated robustness
conditions are summarized in Figure 2,4, Thus, when Cr 1 al becomes
,. max
large, i.e., Z (M) large, each of these robustness condition can be
approximated by a condition on the singular values of G(sl K(sl. On
the other hand, plant uncertainties have been assumed to be reflected
at the output. For multivariable systems' since GK is different from
KG, tolerances for uncertainties at the plant input and output are
generally not the same. For instance using the multiplicative pertur.-
bation form G'(s) = G(s) (I .+L(s)Y, ie., uncertainties reflected at the
input, another "robustness" condition can be derived and will be such that
G(jw) K(jW) will be replaced by, K(jOzl GC$L in C2,l4I This is also the
case for other forms of perturbation, i,e,, the "robustness" condition
for uncertainties reflected at the input and output differ only in that
KG replaces GK. Classical designers will recognize that the difference
between those "robustness" conditions is simply that .each uses a loop
transfer function appropriate for the point in the loop where robustness
-22-
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lock Diagram of Pexturbed System Perturbed Systems and Robustness
Condition
G Cs) G(s) + L(s)
a (.1 + GKCs)I > a (I(s))
min max
Feedforward (addition)
+
G'(s) = (G (s) + L(s)
L(S) a . (I:+ (GK) (s)) >a (L(s))
m..n max
Feedforward (substraction)
G'(s) = (I + L(s)] G(s)
4-1
a .n (I + (GK) (s)) > a (L(s))
min max
Multiplication
G(S..-
GU()- =C(I + L (s) ) G (s)
US .. (I + GK(s)) > Y (LCs)1Mil maxt
Diy*aion
Figure 2.4: Physical representation of perturbed models corresponding to
various error criteria and associated robustness conditions,
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is being tested, It appears therefore that robustness tests at the
plant input will impose bounds on the singular values of K(s) G(s)
whereas robustness tests at the plant output impose bounds on the
singular values of G (s) K (s).
Therefore a good multivariable linear feedback design method would
be one that allows singular values aCGCjw) K(jj) (plant output) as
well as '(K(jw) G(joC)) (plant input) to be shaped as function of the
frequency. This method should also allow us to meet the condition (i),
i.e., to assess easily the nominal closed loop stability.
2.3.2 Study of the Closed Loop Stability
Let us denote by N (nl, f (s), C) the number of clockwise encirclements
of the point Q by the locus of f (s)- as s traverses the closed contour C
in the complex plane in clockwise sense. The multivariable version of the
Nyquist. stability criterion can be stated as followsa
The closed loop configuration of rig. 2.1 is stable if and only
if for all R sufficiently large:
N(O, det(I+G(s) K(s)), DR) -P (2,16)
where P is the number of unstable open-loop poles. an:p D :the Nyquist
contour as represented in Figure 2.5.
Let us consider a SVD of 1+ G(sl
I+ GKCs) = UH s) 2(s) V(s- (2,17)
where E(s) = diag [a, (S)(s) with 0. (s) > 0 Cs, , s'andm l
-25-
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Figure 2.5: Nyquist contour DR which encloses all unstable open
loop poles, avoiding the open loop poles on the
imaginary axis by identations of radius 
-
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where U(s), V (s) are unitary matrices, We can rewrite the equation
(2.17) and express I+ GK as the product of an hermitian matrix by a
unitary matrix, so that we have:
I+G(s) K(s) = (S) VCs) (V s) :(sI V(s))
with det (I+G (s) K (s)) = det Cr(s)) det (U (s) V (s)) . (2.18)
H ( s) V(s) is a unitary matrix, its eigenvalues are complex numbers of
modulus 1, e3 , i = 1,...,m, and the argiments (s) are called
principal phases. Thus, the determinant of e- (s) V(s) becomes:
H M j a (54 je (STdet [u (s) V(s)] e = e (2.19)
m
with 0 (s) (s)
JO(s)
so that det[I.+G(s) iK(s)] = ( o (s)) e . (2.20)i=1
Theorem 2.1: The closed-loop confiquration of Fig. 2.1 is stable if and
only if for R sufficibntly large
N(0, a ( ej(s) D P
mR
where P is the number of unstable open,7oop.pples. and D s th
contour of fig. 2.5,
Proof: From the multivariable Nyquist stability criterion (2,16), we
have the relationf
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N(0, det II+G(s) K(s)), DRm = N(O, ( (s} e , DR
let us consider
Y(s,E) = a (s) ma, (s) + c) e C (2.21)m
we have
Y (s,1) = a (s) e
(2.,22)
Sy(sO) = det (I+G(s) sI) (
In order to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that the loci
of am(s) eje (s) and det [I+G(s) K(sl] as s goes along D can be deduced
from each other by a continuous deformation that does not pass through
the critical point 0 as shown in Figure 2.6. Then we will haves
N(0, det(I+G(s) K(s), D = N(0, a- s) e 0  , D( )
m DR)
y(s,E) is a continuous function of E for all s 6 D and thus from (2.22),
appears to be a continuous deformation of the plot defined by
det (I,+G.(s) K (s)) fore 6 e[0,1]. Since the singular values a. (s) are
non negative real numbers, for all s 6 D such that det CT:+ G Cs) K Cs 1 0,
y (.s, E) is nonzero for all e 6 [a,11, The points' s of D such that
det [I + G (s) K Cs) = 0 remain unchanged by the deformation yCse) for
all E 6 [0,1] snceI in this, case, the smallest singular value a Cs)
is zero, There is- no deformation fcm these points, Therefore we
will have:
N(O, det(I+ G(s K(ll, D I = NMI YCsel, D 1 V e 6 10,1]
REFS
plot am (s) eje(s)
plot det (I + G(s) K(s))
Figure 2.6: Continuous deformation of the plot defined
by det [I + G(s) K(s)) into the plot defined
by 0 (s) eje (S)
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To prove the theorem, we need only to set E = 1 in this expression and
take (2.22) into account. Q.E.D.
The stability criterion defined by theorem 2,1 gives us more in-
sight on the conditidns that need to be satisfied in order to assess the
stability of the closed-loop system of Fig. 2,.l.\The'niZbdt 'f nctole
jV(s)
ments of the critical point 0 by the plot defined by a Cs) e as sm
goes along D will be determined by the 'values of O (s). On the other
hand, the closeness to the critical point depends on a' CsaI.m
This gives us a notion of margin of stability that will concern
the frequency range where a Cs) becomes small. But a (sY is the smallestm m
singular value of 1+G(s) K(s) a'(s) will be small in the frequencym
range where the loop gains a.CG(s) KCall are approximately equal to one.
This range of frequencies is called the crossover frequency region and
correspond to [(L, 03 21 in the representation of fig. 2.3.
In the same way .as the singular values of the loop transfer function
of multiple input-multiple output (X4IMO1 systems generalize the modulus
of the loop transfer function for single- input. sizlcjlenoutput (SZSO)'
systems, the phase angle 0 (s) is a generalization for MINO systems of
the phase argument of the loop transfer function for SISO systems, The
behavior of the configuration 2,1 could be entirely determined by a plot
as in Fig. 2,3 giving the singular values versus the frequency and a
phase plot given e(CL versus the frequency, Those two plots correspond
for MIMO systems. to the Bode plots. of SJSO systems, But the main
problem of multivariable feedback des-ign is that it is not clear how
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the choice of K(s) affects the values of the loop gains a. GCsl K(s)I
i = 1,...,m and the values of e (s), This makes the design of multi-
variable feedback systems a particularly difficult task.
2.4 Several frequency flcmair-based Design Methods
The frequency domain design technqiues were developed originally
by Bode, Nyquist, Evans, etc... For SISO systems, with these feed-
back design techniques, it was shown that the use of very simple
compensators such as lead/lag compensators, P, I.D controllers,, .. etc,
was sufficient to meet design requirements (see any good classical
control book, [ 5] for examplel. The simplicity of the design techni-
ques in the case of SISO systems is due to the fact that the design
requirements can be entirely defined in terms of the modulus and phase
of the loop transfer function and, on the other hand, it is &Iear how
the choice of the compensator will affect -the loop transfer function.
Unfortunately, this is not the case of MIMO systems, and SISO techniques
cannot be generalized in a straightforward manner to deal with multi-
variable linear systems. This has generated a considerable amount of
research over the past years,
D.H, Owens has developed in I 5 ] a general framework for the
study of frequency domain feedback design techniques for MJ=O systems.
Considering the unit feedback configuration of fig, 2"1, standard
SISO techniques can be used if we find a compensator KIC( such tbAt
the analysis of the closed-loop system can -be reduced to a loop by loop
analysis. More precisely, this is possible when for the plant G(isl
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assumed for simplicity to be a m- x m matrix, there exists seme rational
transfer matrices U(s), VCs) such that;
U(s) G(s) V(s) = diag~g (S),t,,,gMC91, V9 (2,231
Then, with a slight change of notation, we can choose the compensator
G (s) as:
G C(s) = V (.s) K(s) (al C2,241
c
where V(s) and U(s) are as in (2.23) and where KGUY is a diagonal
compensator;
K(s) = diag [k (s),..., km(s)I C2 ,25)
The closed loop configuration is represented in Figure 2.7, where we
have indicated several loop breaking points. The loop transfer function
G (s) , for the loop broken at point (IlY becomest
G (s) = K(s) U (s) G (s) V(s) = diag tk1 (s) g (s),, Cs. g ,ksl.
(2,261
Thus at point (1) of the loop, the system appearm to be equivalent to a
sequence of totally decoupled SJSO loops, whose loop transfer functions
are k. (s g;( )C1,ml, .. ,m respectively, Therefore, a design can be
performed in a loop by loop fashion, and standard SISO techniques can
be applied to choose adequately the dl gonal elements- k Cs) i=l,, , . ,m.
The compensator becomes easy to construct.
Since those nice features come merely from--the existence of V(s)
and V(s) which diagonalize the plant G CsY as in (2,23) the design
COMPENSATOR G,( s)
PLANT
_yG( s)
Fgure 2,7; Configuratton for loop by loop analysis
R+
2U(s) K(s) V(s) Y 1 I~
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approach presented above is usually called a diag nAlization method of
design. One of the main problems of this diagonalization approach lies
in the existence of matrices U(91 and V(s-) as in (2,231, For some
simple plant models G(sl, those matrices may be easy to find by
inspection. But when we consider more general cases, the identification
of U(s) and V(.s) becomes tedious, and a way of choosing them systemati-
cally is needed.
This has motivated the work of A.G.3, MacFarlane and al, that
culminates in the eatablishment in [6] of a design method, the so
called "Characteristic Loci" (CL) design method, They take advantage
of the eigenvalues/eigenvectors decomposition of the plant model de-
fined as
G(s) = V(s) A(s) U(s) (2,271
where A (s) = diag [ , (s), ... , (s is' the matrix of eigenvalues and
m
where U (s) , V (s) (= U (s)), are matrices whose column veftbrs are
respectively the left and right eigenvectors associated to the eigen-
values X.(s), i=l,...,m. Then,
U(s) G(s. V(.s) A(s ,
That is, u.(s) and V(.s). satisfy the relation C2,231 and the diagonal
elements gi (, i1, ,, ,-m are the eigenvalues of the plant, Then
considering the configuration of Vig, 2,7, the loop transfer functions
G (s) and G (sl for the loop breaking points (.T and (21 become71 2
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respectively;
G (s) = K(s) U(s) G(sl V(s) - diag Ik (s.i (s) 
(2,28)
G (s) = U(s) G(s) V(s) K(s) diag k1 (is) X Cs) ,, .,km (
2 1 m
This suggests that a design can be constructed in a loop by loop fashion.
Moreover the closed loop transfer function of the configuration ist
T(s) = (G(s) V(s) K(s) U(s)) (I+G(sY V(s) K(s) IlUsI)
= V(s) diagj 1+ ] 1 'S) ' uts1. (2.29) 1 + C k .1 k m m
That is, the eigenvalues of the closed loop transfer function are the
X Cs Ik (s)
values 1A (s)k (0) ,=1, Ol Thus k ,m can be chosen
in order to confer desired properties to the closedeloop transfer func-
tion. But the choice of the k. Csl i=1i, , , ,m, must also be such that
the closed-loop system is stable. The main difficulty arising is that
the eigenvalues. X (s), i=l,...,m are not simple mathematical entities.
They are the solutions for each values of s of the characteristic
equation:
det[G MS Q ,(2 30.
For each value of s, N CsI solution of (2,301 is a multivalued function,
each of these values being an eigenvalue of G TsT i A CsO is an algebraic
function. However, the study in 1 7] of the properties of CACs) allowed
Mac Farlane to derive a Nyquist stability criterion for the configuration
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of Fig, 2.7 that can be satisfied by an adequate choice of the k (s),1
i=l,.. ,,m. Thus, in the light of the relations (2.281 " (2.29) and of
a Nyquist stability criterion, the CL method of degign reduces to a
sequential choice of the k Cs VI = ,., ,m,
A last difficulty in this method lies in the fact that the matrices
U(s) and V(s) of the relation (2.27) are not in general rational transfer
functions in s and thus cannot be inpiftented as L.T.I, systems. This
is remedied. in the CL method by approximating respectively U(s) and
V (s) by ratiOnall transfer matrices 5 Cs) and 0 (si . Provided that the
approximations are accurate enough, the results of relations (2.28) -
(2.29) and the stability insured by the Nyquist criterion will hold
approximately when U Cs) and Cs). are reprIaced respectively by U Csl and
V(s) in the compensatbr of Fig. 2.7,. Thus, with the actual implemen-
tation, the relation (2,23) becomea non longer exact, butt
U(s) G (s) V(s) i A(s) . (2.31)
That is, inherent to the approximation necessity, the CL method performs
an approximate diagonalization of the plant. With this point of view,
it is natural to ask if the approximation difficulty could not be avoided
by choosing, a priori, to diagonalize the plant only approximately, This
motivates the Inverse Nyquist apray ONMA method of design introduced
by H.H. Rosenbrock in [ 8]. The notion of approximate diagonalization
is first of all, formalized by the concept of diagonal dominance,
A matrix M = (mi .,..m, j-1,,.,m] is said to be dwnant
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whenever pne of the followIng propeaties is satisfied.
or
m
Im > .m. -V j=lP, , ,m (2.32b)
When this is the case, the eigenvalues of M are located in the union of
the disk of center m.. and radius R. such that
M,1
R E ImjI if (2.32,a) is satisfied,
j~~i
(2.33)
or
R .= Im I if (2.32.bl is satisfied.
i. jJI ii
j#+i
Thus, the location of the eigenvalues of a diagonal dominant matrix can
be approximated in the complex plane. This lead H.H. Rosenbrock to the
development of the following method of design. Let us assume the
existence of two rational transfer matrices. U(s) and V(s) such that
U(Cs) G(s)_ V(s) is diagonal dominant. Then we have an apptoximate...version
of the relation (.2.23):
U(s) G(s) V-CsI t diag [g 1 (s) ...,gm Cs)] (2,34)
where U(s) and V(s) can be deteritined by a trial and error procedure.
The diagonal elements g s) i=l,.,,,.n constitute reasonable'
mations of the eigenvalues of G(s) within bounds specified by the
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off-diagonal elements of U(s) G(s) V(s), The extent to which this is
true is -visualtzed by the so-called Nyquist arrays which figure for each
value of g(sl, i1,...,m, the radius R. corresponding to the admissible
locations of the eigenvalues of G(sl. (see [0] for further details).
Therefore, if we consider the configuration of Fig. 2.7 where U(s) and
V(.s) are as in (2.34), the relations (2,28) - (2.29) developed for the
CL method will hold approximately. This will allow to choose in a loop
by loop fashion the diagonal elements k (s), i=L, ,..,m in order to match
approximately the desired properties of the closedeloop transfer function.
Moverover, HH. Rosenbrock showed in [8 I that the closedloop stability
can be assessed in terms of a Nyquist stability criterion depending on
the values of k Cs) and - (s), i-l,,;,m. Thus, the INA method of design
reduces to a sequential choice of the diagonal elements k (s) i1, ,,.,m.
The major achievement of the diagonalization approach, exact or
approximate, is to reduce the MIMO design problem to a sequence of well
defined SISO problems. At this stage our capabilities are greatly ex-
tended by our knowledge of simple design techniques. However, one should
point out that these design simplifications are achieved at the expense
of structural complexity. Precisely, the approach suggested by D.H. Owens
relies on the critical existence of diagonalizing rational transfer
matrices U (Cs and V (s) . The CL method of design presents inherent
difficulties due to the introduction of algebraic functions and of the
associated mathematical framework, And finally, the INA method of
design relies only on a trial and error procedure to find the rational
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transfer matrices U(s). and VCal. In spite of their attractive features,
those design techniques- may not be easy to apply to high order plants,
Also, little mention has been made in our presentation of the requirements
that will guide the sequential choice of the t(s), ii=l,,,m, We have
just stated that this choice can be performed in order to satisfy the
nominal closed loop stability and to confer desired properties to the
closed loop transfer function. The later statement is unclear. Further
attention should be given to the design requirements, and more particu-
larly whether the diagonalization methods presented allows us to meet
the design requirements as defined in section 2.3, In section 3,2, we
will see that in fact the CL and INA methods do not guarantee robustness
at the right point in the loop,
2.5 Time-Domain Designi 'Mthbds
The time-domain approach uses the state space representationi
S=Ax + Bu X e IR n ue3
CX e& IRP* (2,35)
where G(s) = C(6I A) B is the transfer function of the system. One
of the main achievement of the time-domain approach for control design
is the linear quadratic (LQ) design methodology. Consider the system:
S=Ax + Bu
x(O) X, (2.36)
The problem is to bring a certain combination of states, say Cx (t) , to
zero as quickly as possible, At the same time, we want the size
of the input u(t) to remain bounded, This objective can be expressed
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by a quadratic cost to be mintized:
J(u= CTCxt) +u Ct) utI dt (2.37)
0
T T
where R = R > 0 is a positive definite matrix andQ= C C > 0 is a
non negative definite matrix. The LQ optimal control problem becomes
then:
minimize J(u) = ( (t) x (t) + u(t) Ru (t) dt
o T."(2,38)
given k.(t) = Ax (t) + Bu(t), x(0) x
Whenever (A,B) is stabilizable and CC,A) detectable, the problem is
solved by a control law u(t) = Gx Ct) where G is given by:
G R B K (2.39)
and where K is the unique symmetric postive definite solution of the
Algebraic Ricatti equation (ARE)t
ATK + KA + Q-KBR BTK = 0, (2.40)
Then, we have the following properties:
(i) The closed-loop system of figure 2.8 is stable.
(Ui) The opentloop transfer function LCs) = G(OXr-A) B sAtiqies
the Kalman qqualtty
T "~T "4[3+G-sV)J RIX+GCsI] M +3"CrCXi.Aj Q( -BTv~1A , s (2.41)
The Kalzman equaltty can be uped to sh'ow 1 3], [13] that when R is diav'
gonal, the LQ regulator of :ig, 2,8 has simultaneously in each feedback
-40-
Figure 2.8: Linear quadratic Regulator
i .A B
lu Is 
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loop a quaranteed minimu=R gain and phase margins given by:
GM 2
(2.42)
PM C [-60*, + 600]
These quaranteed gain and phase margins hold at the plant input.
Root locus properties for the LQ regulator can also be derived
from Kalman's equality when R = pT, p > 0
As p becomes large, the closed-loop poles tend to the stable
open-loop poles or the mirror, mage with'respect to the imaginary axis
of the unstable open-loop poles.
- As P becomes small, seme 6f the closedrloop poles remain finite
BT '-. 7 Q(I
and tend to the stable zeroes of B I_--A) Q _(IA) B. Others tend
to infinity in Butterworth patterns [ 9 1'. LQ design methodologies use
the insight given by the root locus in order to select adequately the
weighting matrices Q and R. Properties (i) and (ii) will insure the
closed-loop stability and robustness properties. Pole placement tech,
niques developed in [10] and [11] provide ways of choosing Q and R in
order to satisfy some desired properties of the closed-loop configuration
of Eig. 2.8.
However, Kalman*s equality shows that when p becomes large,
I G(sl = RC(sImA_ B (2,43)
where W is an orthonormal matrix, This means that loop shaping is
badly constrained by the choice of 9 and R as constant matrices. More
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Po)e'% And zemrea need to be aded in our root locus, This is also the
case when the IQ .methodology is used to solve control problems such as
trackiing, disturbance rejection, integral control, washout, multiple
pole rolloff, . etc. (see [3,31 for examplel.
This motivates the method proposed by K. Gupta in [1211 using
Parsevalls theorem, the cost criterion (2.37) can be written in the
frequency domain ass
J(u) [x (iCA) xjf + u (+ j'3Y Mu(joi)] do, (2.44)
The quadratic weights Q and R are not functions of the frequency and
one interpretation of this fact is that state and contxcrl excursions
at all frequencies are, considered equally bad. A natural generalization
of (2.39) is to make Q and R functions of frequencyl
,7 = j(( Q(A) + u (j63) R(j63) u(jw))ddO (2.45)2
2
where Q (j(o) and R(jO3) are rational functions of squared frequency (i,
We assume that
Q(j) = P 1H ON) P 1 O) (2.46.a)
R(j (0) = P2 H (N) P2 (jo'l (2,46,b)
where ls a p x n rational matritx of rank p and P is a m x m rational
matrix of iank m, By, denottng
X P(j(&)J (2.47.a){ :1
ul P (jou) , (2,47.b)
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The cost functional (2.45) becomes;
J 2. I +IO (2.48)
The next step is to define the following state space realization of
(2.47.a) and (2.47.b).
P z + G
1 1 +
= H i + Dl!
2 2 !2 + G2 1
u=H2 V2 22
(2.49.a)
(2.49.b)
Then the LQ optimal control problem (2.38) becomes;
minimize J(ul E T T
JO !1F4
D TD1 1
T
R D
0
0
D R
1 1
T
NH
0
0
0
0
H H
2 2
D TH2 2
0
0
H D
2 2
D TD2 2
z
Z2
U
(2.50)
1 A0 0 x
gienG F 0 z
E2_ 0 0 F 2j LJ
B
+ 10 1u
LG2J
The opttmsl control law is of the form u(t) = C x + C 2 z +
block dtagram of the completed system is shown in Fig. 2,9.
to the system of Fig. 28, we now hav&adynamic compensator.
C3 E2'
In contrast
G'1pta 'S
dt
(Is..A E3 C
Figure 2.9: The LQ regulator with dynamic compensation
---------
C3 (Is..FrG2
C2 (Is.FYT G 4-
C
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method does:.not eliminate the need to select quadratic weights. Instead
of choosing Q and R is- (2,38), we must choose Hi, Di, H2 and D2 in (2. 501.
The approach he uses is to select P 1jC&) and P2 jo) based on "qualitative
considerations" and then, the quadratic weights are found automatically
once a state space realization of P1 and P2 is found, Adequate choices
of P and P2 allow Gupta to treat the tracking, disturbance rejection,
integral control, washout, rolloff problems in a systematic way. On the
other hand, the poles of P1 Cj6j) and P2 (.Jw) are respectively the poles
and zeroes of the compensator. Thus poles and zeroes are added in the
root locus by a proper.: choice of P and P The design if therefore
done in the frequency domain. The compensator construction, however, is
done in the time domain.
LQ design methodologies have been shown to be efficient to achieve
nominal stability. They also provide good robustness guarantees at the
plant input, even if that may not always be enough. But their major
drawback comes from the fact that they assume that the state vector x
of the system is available in order to apply the feedback control u(t) =
Gx (t-, This assumption can be removed by using Linear Quadratic
Gaussian (LQG) regulators,
The state of the system is first estimated by a Kal'pan filter
(see 1 9J for exampleL, Then a control law, ut) = Gt tl, is applied
where CtL ts the state estimate of -x CtI given by the 1ftltan filter and
G is, the standard LQ g&in matrix, The most remarkable result is that
the resulting closedeloop system is stable, Unfortunately, stability
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margins for LQG regulators, are the same as those for LQ stAte feedback
regulators only at a point inside the LQG compensators, These margins
cannot be autvmatically guaranteed at the physical input or- output of
the plant. However, when the openloop plant model is minimum phase,
two dual procedures developed in [141 and [151 allow, us to recover the
guaranteed LQ margins asymptotically at either the input or the output
of the open loop plant. This is done in a way such that the loop trans-
fer function -at the input or at the output recovers asymptotically a
loop transfer function that would be given by the ,Q methodology. But
the LQ stability margins cannot be generally recovered at both the
plant input and output 13].
As for the frequency-domain based design methodsa little mention
has been made in our presentation of the tine domain design methods of
the requirements that will guide the choice of the weighting matrices,
We just indicated that this choice would be conducted in order to confer
desired properties to the root loci or according to some "qualitative
considerations". Further attention should be given to this choice and
in particular to what choices of weighting matrices will allow us to
meet the design requirements defined in Section 2,3,
2.6 oncluding Remarks
The presentation of Section 2,,3 has allowed us to degive typical
destin pequipements, for AultivAritable feedback systempi, These design
requtrements' are defined in terms of the slingular values of the loop
transfer function and of nominal closed-loop stability, Thus, an "ideal"
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method of design requires that we should choose a compensator K(s) such
that the loop gains T CG (s-) IC(111 Y_ and CK Ca) G (s ) are shaped properly
in function of the frequency and such that the closedn-loop system of
rig. 2. 1 is stable. Several frequency domainvbased design methods have
been presented in section 2.4 They reduce the MIMO feedback design
problem to a sequence of SISO feedback design problems by diagonalizing
the plant. But the loop by loop designs do not seem to address the
design requirements as they were defined in section 2.3. Turther atten-
tion should be given to this point and more particularly whether the
diagonalization methods would allow us to meet the design requirements
as defined in section 2.3. This will be dofie in Chapter 3.
We then turned our attention to time domain based design methods.
We have seen that they achieve nominal stability for the closed-loop
system. However, it. appeared that we had little insight in the choice
of weighting matrices in order to meet the design requirements as defined
in section 2.3. Since the key element of time domain design methods
is the LQ methodology, the scope of these methods would be enhanced if
we knew how to apply LQ technqiues in order to meet the design require-
ments of section 2.3. More specifically, this motivates the need for
obtaining systematic ways of choosing the quadratic weights so as to be
able to shape the singular va'lues of the open'-loop transfer function.
This problem will be examined in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3; DIAGONALIZATION METHODS
3.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to study multivariable feedback
design methods based on diagonalization, The goal of these methods is
to reduce the multivariable feedback design problem to a sequence of
scalar design problems, for which a large body of well developed tools
exist (e.g, "Classical Control"). The idea is therefore to transform
the nominal plant G(s) into an exactly diagonal system or a diagonally
dominant system. Classical SISO methods are thenapplied to each diagonal
element treated as a separate SISO loop. In this chppter, we assume that
the feedback design requirements are the same as in Section 2.3, i.e.,,
given the nominal plant model G(s) and a multiplicative model error
structure, we must obtain high loop gains at low frequencies, a loop
gain reduction at high frequencies and ensure the nominal stability of
the closed-loop system.
In section 3.2, existing diagonalization methods are evaluated in
terms of their ability to satisfy these design requirements. It is
shown that these methods work reliably only for a restricted class of
systems, namely normal systems. However, their range of applicability
would be enhanced if the transformation matrices involved in the diagona-
lization of the nominal plant were chosen to be unitary matrices. The
discussion of this section is not original and relies heavily on the
work of J.,J. Doyle and G, Stein in [1],
In Section 3.3, we show that there exists a way to choose properly
the transformation matrices by considering the singular value decomposition
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of the nominal system, More p e.iJey, the nominal system can be diagona-
lized by using the inverse of the right and left singular vectors matrices.
This allows to consider. a compensator structure for which the singular
values of the open-loop transfer function can be shaped individually in
function of the frequency., This can be done when the loop is broken at
the plant input as well as at the plant output. Further results on the
singular value decomposition of the plant model are obtained in Section
3.3.2.a. 4 They allow us to develop in Section 3.3.2.b a Nyquist
stability criterion for the closedeloop system associated to our com-
pensator structure.
The results of Section 3.3 enable us in Section 3,4 to obtain a
design procedure which can be used to satisfy the design requirements.
Since the right and left singular vectors matrices are non rational
unitary matrices, we approximate them by real constant matrices in a
certain frequency range. An approximation algorithm is presented in
Section 3.4.1, and the- overall design procedure is discussed in Section
3.4.2. The discussion of Section 3.4.3 shows that this design procedure
may be limited by our approximation scheme.
In Section 3.5, the approximation problem for unitary tranformation
matrices is considered. Some desirable features of the approximation
scheme are discussed in Section 3.5.,2. In Section 3.5.3 we present
an approximation scheme which leads to an alternative design procedure.
The Section 3.6 contains some concluding remarks about the results
of this chapter.
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3.2 Characteristic Loci and Inverse Wyquist Array Methods
The CL and IN methodologies for the design of MIMO feedback
control systems take advantage of the large amount of well developed
tools for SISO control design by reducing the MIMO design problem to
a sequence of independent SISO design problems, To make this precise,
given the nominal plant model G (sI, both the CL and INA methods assume
the existence of matrices UCs) and Vts) such that Gs(e = U(s) G(si V(s)
is bounded and is either diagonal or diagonal dominant for all a 8 D,
RR
where D is the Nyquist contour of Fig. -2.5, If 8(~s) is diagonally
dominant, then the diagonal matrix Gd(s) given by:
Gd(s) = diag [g , (s),...,O (s)] (3,1)
can be used as a good approximation to G(s) within bounds specified by
the off'-diagonal elements of 8(sl, For the purpose of this section, we
will assume exact diagonalization of G(sl by U(s) and V(Is) since all
observations to be made will apply also when the system is only diagonal
dominant. In this case, the diagonal elements gp(s) are eigenvalues
X (G(s)) of G(s) and U(s), V(s) are the matrices of its left and right
eigenvectors. The fact that these matrices are not generally rational
function in s is an issue which we will not discuss here.
The form of the compensator GC (s) proposed by the CL and INA methods
ts shown in Fig. 3,J where K(s) is a diagonal matrix given by:
K(sl. = diag [k (sj, k2 Cs,,.,k ns)] (3 .21 2 n 3.2)
COMPENSATOR
PLANT
G(s) Y 0b ul
Compensator used by INA and. CL methods.
G.( s)
U(s) K(s) V(s)U +
Fig. 3,1t
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The loop transfer transfer function calculated at points i, 1 " i % 4,
is denoted by G (s. where
I + G (s) = I + V(,s) K(s) U(s) G(s) = V(s) diag [I + k (s) . (s)] U(s)
(3,3)
I + G2(s) = I + G 3(s) = diag [1 + k (s) 2 Cs)]
I + G4 (s) = I + G(s) V(al KCSl UCs-l = V(s) ding [l + Cs)
(3.4)
k (siJU(s)
(3,5)
As indicated in Section 2.4, the CL and INAs methods use (3.4) to design
the compensator GC (s), by selecting each k (s) in K(s) as the appropriate
compensator for each of the SISO systems corresponding to the diagonal
elements of t (s) , namely N (sl , i=l, .n.
From the fact that the smallest singular value of a matrix is
bounded by the smallest magnitude- of its eigenvalues, the relations (3,3)
and (3.5) show that at the physically meaningful points 1 and 4 (plant
input and plant output) we have:
a[I + G Cs)] = t[I + G (s) G(s)] < 1 + j(s) k (.s)Ii (3.6)
and
a[I + 'G (011 Q : I+ G(s) G (sil 1 + A (s) k.(s) .4 q- C i min (3.7)
In the light of our design requirements, it is clear from (3,6) and (3.7)
that the high loop gains requirement are met by the CL and INA methods
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by considering 1 + ? .I k.(.s) instead of a[I + G (s)] or a[I +
G (.L . However, a[I + G (s] or ([[ + G (s)] could be very small and4 :.4-
the perfoxmance poor even though II + C s) k (s) is large enough toi i min.
indic.ate good performance,
The same problem occurs with the robustness conditions. The CL
and INM methods yield by design good robustness margins at point (2)
and (3), i.e. inside our compensator. The key question is whether
these margins still hold at the plant input and output (points (1) and
C4). For the loop broken at points (1) and (4) respectively, we have
+G s] = [I + G (.s = V(si [I + diag (s )l U(s)
(3,8)
Hence,
_________(3.9)
[I + CG (s1 G(s 1 + n
c x (~s). k CsI min
and
all + G(s) G (s))l < 1 + (3.10)X (s) k.(S) (.0i min
from the relations (3.9) and (3.10), the CL and INA methods satisfy
robustness requirements by considering
jl + 'mm instead of Q[I + (G (s) G(s)Y) I
or [[I + (G(s) G (s)IW% c
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However a [I + (G ts (G(sl~1 I or a'[I +(G(s) G (s) I could be very
small and the resulting design dangerously sensitive to uncertainties
even though the term I + I is large enough to indicate
X i(s) k.i(s) mm
good robustness.
From the previous discussion, the CL and INA design methods do not
produce automatically controllers with good performance and with good
robustness characteristics, However, this should not be perceived as
a universal indictment of these methods. Our argumentation loses its
strength when the singular value i eigenvalue bounds in relations (3,6)
(3.9) - (3.10) are tight. From relations (3.3) - (3.5) - (3.81, it is
clear that the inequalities in (3.6) - (3.9) (.3.10) become equalities
whenever) the matrices U(s) and V(s) are unitary matrices, i.e. such
H R
that U (s) U(s) = V (si V(s) = T. The class of systems G(s) for which
the set of eigenvectors form an orthonormal basis is called rormal systems
and is characterized by the relation
H HG(s) G (s) = G (s) G(s) , Vs . (3.11)
Therefore for these type of systems,. the CL and INA design methods will
prove to be efficient and reliable. Furthermore, the extent to which
H
the relation V (s) = U(s) is satisfied which indicates that U(s) and
V(s) are unitary, can be used as a measure of the reliability of the
CL and INA design methods,
From a more general point of view, the restrictions imposed on the
validity of diagonalization methods point to the necessity of requiring
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that the transformation matrices U (.s) and V C*S should be unitary matrices
as well as being exactly or approximately the left and right eigenvectors
matrices of the plant model G(.9. Since the designer has no control over
G Cs), only a special class of systems can be compensated with these
diagonalization methods, However, it is clear that these restrictions
would be avoided if we could choose in a systematic w2 for any plant
G(s), the transformations U(s) and V Cs) of our compensator in Fig. 3,1
such that:
a(s) = U (s) G (s) V (s) is bounded and is either diagonal or
diagonally dominant for all $ 6 D,, where D is the Nyquist
contour of Fig. 2.5,
UC ). and V(s) are unitary.
The following discussion will show that this can be done.
3.3 Diagonalization via SVD Decomposition
3.3.1 Basic Structure Considered
The discussion which precedes has shown clearly that in order to
meet the design requirements discussed in Section 2.3 with a diagona-
lization methods, it is mandatory that the transformation matrices be
unitary or at least almost unitary. Furthermore, this unitarity property
should not restrict the class of systems that can be considered. There-
fore, the problem reduces to find for a plant G(s) some unitary matrices
U(a, V sL such that GAl = UCsl G(s) V(s) is bounded and is either
diagonal or diagonally doninant for all s 6 D where DR is the Nyquist
contour of Fig. 2.5. Our knowledge of matrix transformations tells us,
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that the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the plant GCs) will
satisfy this objective. Indeed, if we consider a nxn transfer function
G Cs1. , the SVD of G(s) is given by
G(s) = U Cs) E (s) V(s) (3, 121
where U(s) = [(Cs)] and V(s) = [vSa),,,,V Cs)1 are unitary
matrices, i.e, U Csl U(s) = V(.s) V(s = I and where E(s) diag
[a (s) ...,,a (s)]. Then, define G such that:
AH
G(s) = U(s) G(s) V (s)
From the properties of U(s), V(s) we have G(s) = E(s) and therefore
G Cs) is exactly diagonal for all s 6 D , Furthermore since G(s)
corresponds to a well defined LTI system, G (s) is bounded for all s 0 D R
Since this property is conserved by pre-multiplication and post-multipli-
cation by unitary matrices, GCs) is also bounded for all s e DR, Thus
the SVD decomposition seems to provide a satisfactory diagonalization
method. In the sequel, we will discuss in more details the properties
of the diagonalization approach based on the SVD of G(s).
For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that G(s) is a nxn
square matrix, the extension to the case of non square plant model
being straightforward. The SVD of GCs) will be then G(s) = U (s) E(s)V(s)
*:Ltt tJ (s), V (s) nd.. (s .is in -*3.12). The fact that U (s) and V (s)
are not generally rational functions of s and therefore do not correspond
to well-defined LTI systems is an issue that we will not consider yet.
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Some attention will be given to this problem in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.
Let us consider the feedback configuration of Fig, 3.2 where the
compensatow ts- G (ss. = V a(s4. KICs UCsL and where K(sI is chosen diagonal,
i.e. K Cs = diag[k (s1,.,,k (sl], If the loop transfer function
calculated at point i, 1 < i < 4, is denoted by G. Cs), then:
G (si VH (s)K(s)U(s1G-(s)= V s) di.ag [k 1 (sI C (s) .. ,kn (sIa (s) V (s)1n
(3,13)
G2Cs) = K(s)U(sG(.V Cs) diag [k (1 s) 1 (s),,.,k n(s) n (s)l (3.14)
G3 (s = U(slG(s)V (slI(s I diag E, (s) )(s), k -s)cr {s) 1 (3.15)13- n. n
G4 (s = G(s}V (sKCsiU(s = U (si diag [k (s)cT (s),...,kn(s) an(s)]U(s)
(3.16)
This set of equat$ons shows some important pzioperties of our feedback
configuration, First, the loop transfer functions at point (2) and (3)
are exactly diagonal as expected from any exact diagonalization approach.
But since the singular values of the loop transfer function calculated
either at the plant input or at the output are equal to a jsk(s) I,
i = 1,...n, the diagonal values of G2 (s) and G3 (s) give usan exact
knowledge of the singular values at the plant input and output. This
shows also that provided that our configuration is stable, it will have
the same- :obustness at the plant input and output. Finally the loop
gains -. (silk. (s)j, i1l,,,,np can be determined individually by choosing
respectively the diagonal elements of K(s) in a loop by loop fashion.
U +E
I.
COMPENSATOR G,.( s)
PLANT
G(s)
Diagonalization via SVPs feedback configuration,
Y Il-U(S) K(s) V(S)
FIV, 3,2s
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Assuming that the closed-loop system is stable, let us consider the
robustness and performance- measures that could be selected for our
configuration,
performance measure a [I + G 2  3 =[I + G 3
= 11 + k (jW) a (j (3,17)
min
Robustness measure
plant input: a[I + G (3jc) = .I(3.18)
ki ( ai (M min
plant output: F[ (I 4- G (CjL1'1 =.1 + . (3,19)
i 1 O Min
We see clearly that a loop by loop choice of the elements of K(s)
will allow us, to cart'r out exactly the performance robustness tradeoff
imposed by the design requirements. This is what was expected by choosing
unitary transformation matrices in order to- avoid the drawbacks of existing
diagonalization methods. Therefore a diagonalization approach using the
configuration of Fig. 3.2 seems adequate to meet design performance and
robustness requirements. But these requirements make no sense if the
closed-loop system is unstable.- Thus we need to study under what con-
ditions the configuration of Fig. 3i2 will be stable.
3.3.2 Nyquist Stability Critex'ion
In order to study the stability conditions for the configuration
of Fig. 3,2, we will first discuss some further properties of the SVD
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Of GWL..
3,3.2&1 Further ResUlts on the SVD'of G(s)
The singular values Qa (1, i=lj,.,,n, are the square roots of the
a
eigenvalues of G H . G(-)&. For any complex frequency s, they are
given by the positive solutions of the characteristic equation
det [a 2 (a I - GH(.sI G(. 1 a 'l M 0 (3,201
Here G(s) is a nxn square matrix values function of s whose entries
are rational. Since G(s) is a transfer function matrix of a real LTI
system, we have
G(si = GCSI for all a (3.21)
Therefore G (s) = G (sl will be a nxn square matrix valued function of
s whose elements are rational functions in s, An alternative point
of view is to consider the characteristic equation
T
A2(Z, s, zI = det (ZI - G (z) G(s)) = 0 (3.22)2
where z and s are complex numbers, For the choice of z = s , the
solutions 1 (s,z) given by (3.22) are the squared singular values of
G(sl:
42 (Z, s, z). 1,z A1 (.1 rj (3.23)
TSince G (zI is a rational transfer function in z, the elements of
TG (-zl G(Is) are rational functions of s and z.
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Since all observations to be made apply to each irreducible factor
of A2 (, s, z1, we will assume for simplicity that A 2 (, s, z) is
irreducible over the field of rational functions of s and z. Then A 2
(Z, 4, z) has the form;
n'-
A (Z, _ , z) = Zn + a(4, z) E + ... + a Cs, z) (3.24)2 1n
where the coefficients a (s,z) , i1, . ,n, are rational functions in s
and z. If b (s,z) is the least common denominator of these coefficients,
equation (3.24) can be put in the forms
b (s, z) z + + b (sZ) En"' + bn (s,z) = 0 (3.25)
0n
where the coefficients b (s,z), j= .,..,n, are now polynomials in s and
z. The function Z(s,z) defined by (3.25) is called an algebraic func-
tion [21] .Algebraic functions are generalizations of the concept of a
simple function of complex variables. The theory of algebraic functions
shows that Z(s,z) has for domain of definition a Riemann domain constructed
by appropriately piecing together a number of copies of the domain C2
equal -to the order of the defining equation (.3,25), Then E(s,z) defines
a single valued analytic function from the Riemann domain on to the set
of complex numbers. Finite poles and zeroes of the algebraic function
Z(s,zl are defined by the roots of the equations
h (gz L ; 0 (3,26)0
and
b (s,z) = 0 (3.27).
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respectively, and may be located on the Riemann domain, The algebraic
function E (.sz) has branch points wherever the defining equation (3,221
has repeated roots. They are determined by the discriminant equation
pCs,zl 0 3,28)
where p(s,z). is the polynomial in s and z obtained by eliminating )
between A2 (, s, z) = 0 and [A (, s ,z)I = 0, The collection of
branch points may be viewed as a collection of branch sets, In every
simply connected region of C2 which does not contain any part of
branch sets, the theory of algebraic functions shows that the values
of the characteristic function Z(s,zl form a set of locally distinct
analytic functions (.s , z) , i=l, ,, .nl, Each of these locally distinct
analytic functions is called a branch of the algebraic function Z (s,z),
In particular for s = z, -the functions , ), l, ,5.n will be
analytic- in s. Furthermore, since the branch sets given by (3,28) reduce
to the points of the complex plane satisfying;
p(s,s) = 0 (3.29)
the functions ({Z(s,s), i=l,...nl form a set of locally distinct analytic
functions in every region of the complex plane which does not contain
solutions of (3.29).
It follows from this discussion and from the fact that for any
square matrix G(s), the set of eigenvalues of GH (s) G (s) and G (s) GH (s)
are identical, that at almost all points of the complex plane the nxn
rational transfer function G(.l can be expressed as
G(s) = UH s) E (s) V(s) where
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(U1. The functions a. (sI, i=l , ,n are a set of analytic functions
whose values At any spectfic .complex frequency s- are the squ'ae root
of the eigenvalues of the matrix G Csl G CsI', These eigenvalues are
the values for a 7 z of a complete aet of branches for the al'gebraic
Tfunction associated tp the matrix G Czl G al by the characteristic
equation (3.22).
Cii) The vectors yiCsl, i=l,...n, (respectively u.,(s), iml,.,n)
consitute an orthonormal set of vector valued functions of s whose
values at any specific complex frequency s are eigenvectors of the
H H
complex matrix G Cs) G Cs). (respectively G (s) G (s)). The individual
component functions of these vectqrs are analytic functions- on the same
domains as the appropriate si'ngular value functions a'. ('s,
(iii)- The expression (3,12) is well defined at all points of the
complex plane except at the branch -points given by (3.29).
These results are a straightforward application to the eigenvalues
of G Cs)_ G (s) and G (s) G (s) of the theory of algebraic functions [21],
[22]. But the structure of the characteristic equation (3.20) will
allow us to obtain further properties.
Theorem 3.1: Consider the nxn square transfer function matrix
G(s). For any value s of the complex plane, the set of singular values
(0. Cs ), i=l . . ,n} is identical to the set of singular values '. (s ) ,10 1 0
inl,,.,,nl where 0 denotes the complex. conjugate of s .
Proof; Consider the characteristic equation (.3 20) for the
value s = s , ,e,
0
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22 H4 2, a = det [, I G (s I G (s )] = 0
T
Since for any square matrices ? :we hrive det A = det A , we get
22 T#2, s~1 " det [0 I G ( ) (G I Cs)] = 0
But for all complex values of s we have G(s) = G), so that
T 7G (s T =G () and (G ) (s ) G(s ),
Thus we find
W 0  = det [0'2 1 _G s 1 G(s ] = A (2
The characteristic equations giving the singular values at s = s and0
s s are identical, Therefore they yield the same solutions. Q.E.D.
The theorem 3.1 implies that the branch points given by equation
(3.29) acur in complex conjugate pairs or are real.
Theorem 3.2 Consider the nxn square transfer function matrix G (s).
HThere exists a singular value decomposition of G (s), G (s) = U (s) E (s)
suph that the' siigular values a. (s) for i = e...,n satisfypthe rC.Atton
relation
7.()= ,) Vs, i = l,....,n (3,30)
A proof using only straightforward argments based on polynomial
and vtatri>x properties -is given in appendix, For our purpose we will
only try to ihow on a simple exanple why this theorem holds. Consider
the case of a 2 x 2 matrix and let us examine its singular values for
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s J. 85nce by theorem 3,1, the set of singular values for each
ja is tdentical to the set of singular values for s = N
0 00
a typical plot of singular values along the jW-axis can be represented
as in F:ig 3,3. Obviously, the singular values a a (jet) and ab(ijW) do not
satisfy the relation (3.30). But- a simple re-indexation
(r2 (jcOY aa.(ij) (0~ q> a,(061) aboi)
a (JcW)=a (JW) W 602 a
is such that for every values of s = jW, j3) and a2 (j) are the
singular values of G (() and 0 (), 2(j) satisfy the relation (3.30).
Moreover the indexation a'1 G), 0'2 Cj) corresponds to the singular values
arranged in a descending order. Thus as in Desoer and Wang [-o], for
values along the imaginary axis, theorem' 3.2 can be viewed as stating
that there exists a proper -indexation of the functions a 2 04)) between
branch points, such that the relation' (3.30) is satisfied for s = j6).
More generally, it can be seen that the indexation corresponding
to the singular values arranged in descending order is such that the
relation (3.30) is satisfied for values along the jW-axis, This turns
out to be helpful for finding a SVD of G(s) as in theorem 3.2 for
values of s along the jW axis since computer packages usually give the4
singular VqLues arranged in descending order,
However, if we do not restrict ur attention to the values of s
along the imaginary axis-, the relation (3.30) can be satisfied as shown
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PRANCH POINT
ab (Jo)aa0j
ad)
Ob.C00)
-WI
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BRANCH. POINT
a (ja) Cb(jw)
aaw
W, w
Fig, 3.3; Typical representation of singular values for s = jo in
2 x 2 case.
I- W--W
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in Appendix
3.3.2.b Nyquist Stability Criterion kDerivation
The result of theorem 3.2 allows us to assume that the configuration
of Fig. 3,2 has been obt4ined from a particular SVD of G(s) satisfying
the relation (3,30), Furthermore it will be assumed in the sequel that
the diagonal compensator K(s) is a rational transfer function in s.
Let N (Q, f (s) , C) denote the number of clockwise encirclements of the
point Q by the locus f (s) as s goes around the closed contour C in the
clockwise direction. Then the multivariable Nyquist theorem applied to
the configuration of Fig. 3.2 states that:
- The system of Fig, 3.2 is closed loop stable if and only if for R
sufficiently large
N(0, det [I + G C(s) G(s)] D = P (3.31)
where P is the number of unstable open loop poles and D is the Nyquist
contour of Fig. 2.5 which encloses all P unstable open loop poles.
Let us examine in more detail the relation (3.31) of the stability
theorem. I + G (s) G (s) is such that
det [I + G (s) G(s)] = det [I + VH s) K(s) s(s) V(s)]
= det [V (s) (.I + KC(s) (s)) V(s)]
n
= (I. + k (Bl . (Six (3,32)
since VCs) is unitary and ECs), K(s) are diagonal matrices, Therefore,
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the gtability requirement (3.31) can be written as
n
N(0, Cl + k Itll CD- ai Cs) R Y C (3.33)
For all ,,.,n, we have by assumption a (s) = a. (s) and k (s) =
k (i) for .1 s. Therefore since the singular values are real numbers,
we have
1 + k (s)q (S)= V + k (s) a (s) i=l,,..,n, Vs (3.34)
This equation tells us that the loci (1 + k (s) a (s)) i=l, ,..n, as si~ 1
follows the Nyqutst contour D of Fig. 2,5 irill be symmetric with respect
R
to the real axis, Furthermore, from our choice of K(s), (1 + k (s) a (s))i 3.
i=l, .. ,,n are strictly real, for real values of s. As shown by Desoer and
Wang in [20] , th s tmpliev that the.loci 1 + k.(s) a (s) , i=l,,..,n are
closed and symetric with respect to the real axis as s goes along DR.
This allows to reformxlate the -condition (3.33)
n n
N(0, (1 + k (s) a (s)), D) rN0, 1 + k. (s) a (s), DR
n
. N(.-l, k.(s) a. (s), D ) = - Pi=1 1 1 R
(3.35)
and to derive a Nyquist stability criterion for the configuration of
Fig, 3,2%
Theoremn 3.,3 t Nyquiist Stability Criterion
Assumintj that the configuration of Fig. 3.2 has been obtained from a
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particular SVD of G(s) satisfying (3.30) and that K(s) is a rational
transfer function in s, the system of Fig. 3.2 is closed-loop stable if
and only if for R sufficiently large
n
E N(-l, k (s)a (s), D R) = -P
G-1
where P is the number of unstable open-loop poles and DR is the Nyquist
contour of Fig. 2.5.
Proof: This is a consequence of relations (3.31), (3.33), (3.35).
3.3.3 Concluding Remarks
Given that the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied, by choosing
the elements of K(s) loop by loop, we will be able
(i) to assess the stability of the configuraiton of Fig. 3.2 using
the stability criterion of theorem 3.3,
(ii) to carry out a performance/robustness tradeoff with the exact
design requirements described in Section 3.3.1.
Therefore our diagonalization approach using a particular SVD of the
plant G(s) suggests a method of design well adapted to meet the design
requirements defined in Section 2.3.
But we have assumed throughout this section a compensator Gc (s) of
the form, Gc(s) = VH (s)K(s)U(s). Unfortunately, the matrices U(s) and
VH (s) are not generally rational function matrices in s and therefore
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do not correspond to realizable LTI systems. Therefore, our method of
design would yield compensators that cannot be physically implemented.
Some attention will be given to this implementation problem in the fol-
lowing sections.
3.4.. A Basic Design Procedure
The analysis of the previous section has shown that the behavior
of the closed-loop system of Fig. 3.2 can be discussed in terms of the
quantities g (s) = at(s) kg (s), i=l,...,n. This was achieved by assuming
a special form of the compensator G c(s) = VH(s)K(S)V(s) where V(s) and
U(s) were the right and left singular vectors matrices of the SVD of
G(s). But as previously mentioned, it will not be normally possible to
construct a realizable controller G (s). Even in the rare cases when
c
this might be possible, such a controller would be unnecessarily com-
plicated. A more practical and valid approach is to investigate the
possibility of using controllers G (s) which are approximately equal to
Gc (s) at appropriately chosen frequency.
In the design technique proposed here the controller G (s) will
have the form
TG (s) = B K(s) A (3.36)c
where A = [_ ... ,a ],-B . [b ,...,b ] are nxn matrices with real ele-
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ments. Now suppose that at some specific complex frequency, say s
we could choose some a.'s and b.'s that would be good approximations
of the singular vectors u.(s ) and v.(s ) so that
1. 0 3. 0
T Hb V . (s ) and a. = u. (s ). (3.37)
-i -t. 0 -2. -3.
Then, we can consider the effect of choosing the compensator G (s)c
instead of G (s). The problem of how to make such an approximation isc
considered in the next section. We have
T -
G (s )G(s ) =B K(s ) A UH(s)E (s )V(s )
G (s )G(s ). (3.38)
c 0 0
At the frequency sO, the behavior of the closed-loop system of Fig. 3.2
using G c(s) instead of G (s) is approximately unchanged. Moreover, one
can expect that in general this result will hold over a band of frequen-
cies around s . These considerations lead to the idea of manipulating
the quantities a (s)k (s), i=1,...,n, into an appropriate form by
T
choosing a controller G C(s) = B K(s) A approximately equal toGc C(S)
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at some specific value fo complex frequency. Note that to be effective,
this approach will depend on the degree of alignment in (3.37). More-
over, the range of frequencies over which the approximate equality (3.38)
is valid depends on the rate of change of the singular vector directions.
3.4.1 The Alignment Procedure for Approximating V(s), U(s) by Real
Matrices A,B
The alignment procedure used in this section is similar to the one
presented in [6]., Further details on the alignment procedure can be
found in this reference.
Let V(s) = [X1 (s),...,v(s)] and U(s) = [S(s),...,u(s)] be the
singular vectors matrices. We will only discuss the case of U(s) since
the alignment procedure for the columns of V(s) is obviously similar.
If x (s) is any vector of unit length, then . (s) is exactly equivalent
to u. (s) if and only if
U (s) . (s) = e
th
where e. denotes the i column vector of the unit matrix I. As x. (s)
th
and u. (s) become misaligned, the magnitude of the i entry of the
2..
vector UH s) x. (s) will decrease and all other entries will come into
play. We can therefore use the relationship between the magnitude of
the ith entry of UH(s) xi (s) and the magnitude of all other entries
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as a measure of the alignment of x. (s) with u. (s). This leads us to
take as a measure of the misalignment between the pair of vectors a.
and u. (s ), the quotient,
-. 0
(3.39)
H 2
. =S n H 12
Z U.(S )a.1
j=J. 0-2.
joi
Thus, the alignment between a and u (s ) will be carried out by maxi-
mizing the quotient 0 , and the successive vectors a , i=l,. . . ,n, which
achieve stationary maximum values of 0 can be viewed as generating a
matrix A = [a,1 ... ,a }. approximating U (s ).
Let u. (s ) be expressed in terms of a pair of real vectors a. and3 0
as
u. (s ) Ot. + j S.,
-1 0 2 2
(3.40)
T T T
oa. (a.a. + (.4.)a..
-2 3-2 -3- -2ju.(s )a.j
2
3 0- -- 3.41)so that
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If we now define
and
T T
c. = a.. + $. T
n T TD. = E (a.a + $.)
j-0i -J-J
j,'i
(3..42)
(3.43)
the coefficients iD. becomes
:1.
T
a.C.a.
ST
a.D.a.
. 3.2.
(3.44)
To obtain a maximum, we can differentiate (3.44) and set the derivative
to zero, so that
C.a. = 0.DIa. (3.45)
Thus if X. is the relevant maximum value of (. it must be such that
Ca.= X.D.a.3.3.-iL (3.46)
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and a. will then be the associated vector for which such a maximum is
obtained. But since we have
H nH
U (s )U(s9) = I = Z u.(s )u.(s0 ) = D + C (3.47X
.0 0j=1 3  03 1 1
the relation (3.46) becomes
C.a. = a.. (3.48)
Also, C. from its definition is real, symmetric and non negative definite.
Therefore its eigenvalues c.. will be real non negative numbers and its
13
associated eigenvectors a.. are real. Thus, from (3.48), we see that
-1)
the vector a. maximizing the coefficient 0. will be the real eigenvector
a. . associated with the eigenvalue c.. of C. yielding the largest X..,
-1. 13 i
where
i . 1. c . (3.49)ii i-c. .
C..
If we denote X.* =max 3., j=l,...no, then the quotient 4. has
1 [ 1-c..
X.* for maximum value.
Therefore, from these results, the alignment procedure for the
column vectors of the real matrix A = [a ,... ,a ] with the column vectors
of the matrix U(s ) = [u (s ),...,u (s )], denoted ALiGN (A, U(s ) takes
o -10 -m 0
the form:
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ALiGN (A, U(s6 ))
(i) compute the matrices C., i1l,...,n, as in (3.42).
(ii) compute the eigenvaluesc .. j=l, ... ,n and their associated
eigenvectors a. , j=l,...,n for each C., i=1,...,n.
(iii) determine for each i=l,...,n the eigenvector a. .* corre-
c.)
sponding to the eigenvalue c.. yielding X.* = max j=l, ... ,.n.
2. 2 i -c..,
(iv) set a. = a. * i=1,...,n.
The vectors a., i=1,...,n, will be real and will maximize respectively
the quantities 0.. Applied successively to the matrices U(s) and V(s),
3.
the ALiGN procedure yields real approximating matrices A and B at a
particular frequiency s = s
3.4.2 Basic Design Procedure
It is convenient before becoming involved in the details of the
method to briefly summarize some results of the previous section. For
the configuration of Fig. 3.2, the behavior of the closed-loop system
can be discussed in terms of the quantities g (s) = a (s)k (s),
i=l,. .. ,n, in such a way that the design requirements becomes typically:
n
(i) The stability criterion Z N (-l, g. (s) , D R) = -P must be
i=l
satisfied. This merely concerns the intermediate frequency range
where Ig (j)I = 1, i=l,...,n, (crossover frequencies),
(ii) At low frequencies, the performance conditions will be
achieved by making tg (jw) |, i=l, . . . ,n, large (high loop gains),
(iii) At high frequencies, the "robustness condition" will be
achieved by making |g .(jw), i=l,...,n, small (gain reduction).
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The main goal of our design method will be to construct some simple
and realizable compensators such that the analyss fthe configura-
tion of Fig. 3.2 holds approximately in certain range of frequencies.
Then we will seek to transform the quantities g. (s) = a. (s)k. (s),S1 1
i=l, ... ,n, in order to satisfy the design requirements in the corre-
sponding frequency range.
In order to satisfy this goal, at any given angular frequency jW
using the results of the previous section the following procedure may
be adopted for the system G(s) = U H(s)(s)V(s) as in theorem 3.2:
(i) Compute ?V(jw) and U(jw) at the angular frequency involved,
(ii) Compute real matrices A and B which approximate U(jw) and
VH (jw) using ALiGN (.),
(iii) Select g (s), 1=1,....,n via the compensating matrix
T
G (s) = B K(s) A where the diagonal elements of K(s) are chosen
c
with the assumption that G (j ) M V~(jw)K(jw)U(jw).
This procedure will be denoted for convenience COMP (G (s) ,w) denoting
that it. yields an appropriate compensator G (s) for the system G(s) for
frequencies around W. This leads to the following method of design.
High frequency compensation: Suppose that W h is a high frequency for
the plant G (s)-. Then the "robustness condition" of our design requires
some loop gain reduction. We can then apply COMP (G(s) , Wh) and choose
the relevant diagonal matrix K(s) to be a real gain matrix achieving
the desired gain reduction at the hiqh frequency Wh. We obtain an
appropriate real compensator G achieving good robustness propertiesh
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for frequencies around Wh'
Intermediate frequency compensation: To construct a compensator in an
intermediate frequency, we write
G (s) = Gh G n(s) (3.50)
where the dynamic term Gm(s) is introduced to provide intermediate
frequency compensation. The results of the high frequency compensa-
tion will remain approximately valid if
G (jt) = W for L >W
m - h
where W is a unitary matrix. Then G (s) G W for >w h does notc h_
change the robustness properties obtained by Gh. An alternate point
of view shows that the compensator G M(s) can be considered as control-
ling the transformed plant G(s)Gh since G(s)G c(s) = [G(s)G h] [Gm(S)].
But GV(s) plays a role only at intermediate frequencies. It will be
merely selected to guarantee the stability of the configuration of
Fig. 3.2 where the plant G(s) is replaced by G(s)Gh. We will therefore
apply the procedure COMP (G(s)Gh' WM) where %m is an intermediate fre-
quency for the plant G(s)Gh, and the diagonal elements of K(s) are
chosen to be lead/lag compensators providing adequate phase advance
or delay in order to satisfy the stability criterion applied to the
transformed plant G(s)Gh
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Low frequency compensation: If the compensator Gc (s) = Gh G m(s) obtained
by the first two stages does not satisfy the design requirements at low
frequencies, the compensator can be updated to take the form
+GkG (s) = G G (s) [ +(c h m L sI (3.51)
and if the integral gain G is not too large, we have
G(s)c (s) = G(s)GhW (( + W) (3.52)
G (s) Gc (s) = G (s) G Gm (s)
G(s)G (s)= G(s)GhGm(s)
at intermediate frequencies
at low frequencies.
Since G m(s) acts only at intermediate frequencies, it is useful to re-
member that G m(s) will be approximately a constant matrix at low fre-
quencies. Then, as for the previous stage, G can be considered as
controlling the transformed plant G(s)Gh G m(s) at low frequencies. There-
fore the term G can be constructed by applying the procedure
COMP [G(s)GhGm(s) ,'] where w, is the low frequency.
(3.53)
(3.54)
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3.4.3 Discussion
our design proceeds in three stages corresponding respectively to
high, intermediate and low frequencies. At each stage a controller
Gh, G (s) or G is selected by applying the procedure COMP( , ) to thehm
successive plants G (s) , G(s) G G (s) . This design procedure
yield a compensator Gc (s) such that
+G,
Gc (s) = GhG(s) I
With this approach, the compensator G (s) will have simple elements and
will be easily relizable. Therefore the design technique which has been
introduced provides a complete and systematic way of satisfying the
design requirements.
However, two major implicit assumptions must hold to apply the
design procedure. First of all, the ALiGN procedure must provide at
each stage sufficiently good approximants for the analysis of Section
3.3 to hold approximately. This is certainly the most critical part
of our design approach. Indeed, one can imagine a unitary matrix U(jW)
that cannot be approximated accurately by a real matrix A. Then, the
procedure COMP( , ) applied at the frequency w will yield an unsatis-
factory compensator. Furthermore, assuming that a good approximation
of U(jw) and VH (jw) by constant real matrices can always be obtained,
the effectiveness of our design approach will depend on the degree to
which these approximations remain good, hence on the rate of change of
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the singular vector directions. Thus it may turn out that the considera-
tion of only three characteristic frequencies wk, Wm' Wh at which
adequate compensators are constructed is not sufficient. This could be
remedied by considering additional frequencies in the overall frequency
range but this would result in more complicated compensators.
Those remarks should not be understood as a universal indictment
of our design procedure. The design approach may prove to be efficient
and reliable in a lot of cases, but rather it has to be pointed out
that there is no theoretical guarantee that- the design approach can be
applied to any plant G(s). Further insight on the detailed structure
of the unitary matrices obtained from the SVD of a plant would be nece-
ssary to determine exactly when the design approach will be efficient.
3.5 The Approximation Problem
The development in the previous section of a method of design al-
lowing us to meet the design requirements was shown to be limited in
its applicability. These limitations come from the fact that the trans-
formation matrices U(s) and VH(s) appearing in the compensator Gc (s) =
V (s)K(s)U(s) do not correspond to finite-dimensional LTI systems and
thus cannot be implemented directly. This was remedied in our design
procedure by approximating the matrices U(s) and VH(s) by constant real
matrices at certain freqaencies. Obviously our design method would be
improved if we knew how to find some good rational approximations
A H
U(s), V(s) of the transformation matrices U(s) and V (s), or alterna-
tively an approximation Gc (s) of the compensator G c(s). This would al-
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low us to use the following design technique: Perform a loop by loop
design assuming that the matrices U(s) and VH(s) of our compensator
can be implemented. Then implement the compensator as VH(s) K(s)U()
or alternatively as G(s). Therefore the problem we are faced with
reduced to find "suitable" approximation procedures of the non rational
matrices U(p) and VH(s) or alternatively of Gc (s) by rational transfer
matrices corresponding to finite-dimensional LTI systems.
In this section, we will focus our attention on several issues as-
sociated with this approximation problem. Since this problem by itself
is beyond the scope of our study, the following discussion does not aim
to give a complete treatment of the subject. Rather, at a pragmatic
level, we will merely discuss some procedures that could be used in
order to improve the applicability of our design procedure.
3.5.1 Error Norm Selection
When speaking of approximation of a certain matrix H(s) by another
matrix H(s)', we need to know to what extent an approximant H1(s) is
better than another approximant H2 (s). This notion can be captured by
defining an error norm
E(H(s), H(s)) = IIH(s)-H(s) II
where 11.11 stands for some matrix norm. Then the best approximant
will be the one yielding the smallest error norm and we will speak of
a good approximation when the error norm is smaller than a preassigned
value.
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Since there is a wide variety of possible choices for the error norm,
the questions of what norm to select arises. For our purpose, since
the approximation scheme is used to find a physical implementation of
our compensator, the approximation needs to hold only for values of s
on the imaginary axis, i.e. for s=jw. Then, one can think of choosing
between the widely used norms:
L norm: E [H(s), fl(s)] H (jW) -H(jw) y P for p > 1
P p 2-
L norm: E[H(s), H(s)] = sup H
where 11.112 stands for the spectral norm of a matrix. Certainly other
error norm selections could be made but since those proposed are the
most straightforward we will rather restrict our discussion to them.
The key questions are then: what will dictate our choice, and among
the possible choices (E , p > 1, E,) which is the best?
As indicated before, the approximation procedure will be used to
implement our compensator. Thus one can view the actual implementation
Gc (s) of the compensation as being a perturbed form of the "ideal"
compensator resulting from our design. The inherent risk appears to
be that with the actual implementation of the compensator, the closed-
loop system becomes unstable. Therefore our error norm criterion must
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be such that in the approximation process all the errors affecting the
compensator that destabilize the closed-loop system can be ruled out
by the error norm criterion. Stated in this form, our problem offers
a striking similarity with the problem of defining a norm allowing us
to account for all the perturbations that destabilize the closed-loop
system.
For the sake of simplicity, let us consider the case of the closed-
loop SISO system of Fig. 3.4 which is assumed to be nominally stable.
Let g(s) denote the perturbed system. The problem is to define among
the L', p > 1, L. norms the one that would allow us to account for thep-
"smallest" errors between g(s) and g (s) that destabilize the closed-
loop system. Since the notion of smallness requires a norm definition
we will rather speak of worst errors. In the SISO case these worst
errors are illustrated in the Nyquist diagram of Fig. 3.5. At point A,
the Nyquist locus of g(s) is nearest to the critical point -l and thus
the worst error moves A to A' by "stretching" the Nyquist locus to
pick up an extra encirclement of the critical point (A' is infinitesi-
mally close to -1). Specific constructions of <~(s) can be found in [3]
where g(s) and g(s) are different only in the frequency range [w -E,
to +e. In this case, the norm that will be the best adapted will be01
such that errors with infinetely small e are taken into account.
Francis showed in [23] that only the L, norm satisfies this condition.
The norms L , p > 1 do not account for the errors when e is chosen
sufficiently small.
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Fig. 3.-4 SISO closed-loop system.
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Fig, 3.5: I.lustration of worst type of errors in SISO case
on a Nyquist diagram.
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The discussion in the MIMO case is not as simple for the simple
reason that worst errors are not easy to define. Lethomaki presents
in [3] a thorough discussion of this problem., However, one can conj.ecture
from our present discussion that the L, norm will be the best adapted
to the approximation scheme. Further developments would show that in
fact the L, topology is the only topology in the space of transfer
matrices strong enough to study the stability of feedback systems.
This leads us to choose an error norm criterion of the form:
E,[H(s), H(s)J = sup IIH(jW)-H(jW)|12 (3.55)
The size of the allowable value of the-error norm criterion in the
approximation procedure would require a thorough study of the effects
of perturbations occuring on the compensator G (s), on the stabilityC
and the robustness of our original design.
We will conclude our discussion with an additional observation.
Our choice of error norm criterion requires that the approximation should
be performed equally well over the frequencies 0 < W < 00. However, it
is well known that at high frequencies saturation phenomenas will occur
and the physical system will be usually used in the low frequency range.
Therefore, the approximation needs to be more accurate at low frequencies
than at high frequencies. With this point of view, our error norm ap-
pears to be too restrictive and unrealistic. This can be corrected by
introducing a "weight" function W(jw) in our error norm criterion giving
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more weight to low frequencies than high frequencies. Then, the error
norm criterion will have the form:
EP[H (s) , H(s)] = sup W (j) IH (jw) -H (jw) 11 2,. (3.56)
4*)
3.5.2 Issues in the Approximation Problem
For a given error norm criterion an approximant will be considered
as "good" if a preassigned error tolerance is respected. The actual im-
plementation of the compensator will preserve the stability and the
robustness of the design to an extent related to the error tolerance.
However, there may exist -several "good" approximants; common sense tells
us that we should choose the simplest one, i.e. the approximant of
lowest order. On the other hand if we restrict ourselves to approxi-
mants of a fixed order, we should choose the one that minimizes the
error norm criterion. Therefore, the following questions arise naturally;
- how to obtain the simplest possible model for a preassigned error
tolerance (minimum degree solution)?
- for a given degree, what is the best possible model (minimum
norm solution)?
- and finally, what is the complexity of the solution algorithm
(if it exists)?
These approximation issues have been the object of an increasing
amount of attention over the past few years. This has been motivated
mainly by the desire to solve problems such as model reduction, identi-
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fication, digital filter design where typically, a desired frequency
response matrix has to be approximated by systems of lower order which
are easier to implement. For these problems several approximation tech-
niques have been obtained. Among various approaches, there are schemes
using non linear optimization, polynomial recursion, Hankel matrix, etc...
(for more details see [24], [25] and references therein). The most im-
portant feature of these approximation methods is that except for the
Hankel matrix approach, optimality with respect to some error criterion
is rarely considered and never established. In the particular case
considered here, the only approach that would allow us to find either a
minimal degree solution or a minimal norm solution with respect to some
error norm criterion (i.e. the Hankel matrix approach) assumes that the
system to be approximated is a finite-dimensional LTI system. Therefore
we are led to the conclusion that in our case no approximation technique
will be able to guarantee optimality with respect to the error criterion.
From a pragmatic point of view, this forces us to restrict the goal
of our approximation scheme. This means that we will try to find an
approximation scheme that is "reasonable" without necessarily being
optimal. Since non rational transfer function matrices do not corre-
spond to finite-dimensional LTI systems, the first step towards a
reasonable solution will be to find a rational matrix that interpolates
our original matrix at different values along the imaginary axis. Then
if the desired accuracy of the interpolation yields a rational matrix
of order which is too large, we will apply a standard model reduction
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technique to this system. Thus our approximation method will follow
the steps:
1. Interpolation by a rational matrix
2. Model order reduction procedure (if necessary).
Since this approximation method is not optimal, if we want to im-
plement G (s) which approximates G (s) by using this scheme, we willc
not know to what extent the stability and the robustness of our design
is preserved. Instead, we will seek to approximate the matrices U(s)
and Vy(s) by some rational matrices 0(s) and O(s). The corresponding
compensator will be of the form 1(s)K(s)U(s) and we will assume it
preserves approximately the properties of the exact coupensator of
Fig. 3.2.
In the following sections we will propos'e some methods for imple-
menting the two steps of the approximation scheme and discuss their
application to the approximation of U(s) and UH(s).
3.5.3 An Approximation Scheme: Interpolation and Model Reduction
3.5.3.a Presentation of an Interpolation Method: The Nevanlinna Algorithm
We will discuss briefly a slightly modified version the Nevanlinna
algorithm. A complete presentation and derivation of the algorithm can
be found in [26].
Let s , sl,, ...,s be distinct complex numbers in the right half0l p
plane, that is Re [skI > 0 for k=0,...p. Also let U0 ,U1 ,...U be some
nxn complex matrices. The Nevanlinna algorithm enables us to find
recursively a matrix function c (s) such that:
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(i) O (s) is rational analytic and satisfies II(Q(s) 1|2 < 1 in
the domain Re(s) > 0
(ii) o, (sk) =Uk for k = Ol,...,p.
The algorithm has a solution if and only if the Pick matrix defined as
(s Y+1) (s k+1) HP= _ l I-Uu: 0 < k, 2 < p (3.57)
s 1+s k
is non negative definite. In this case the algorithm goes as follows:
1st Step: Computation of the Fenyves Array
Given the values t (sk) = U for k=0,l,...,p compute the matrix0, k Uk
sequence W (sk) for k=0,1,...,p by using the equations:
= 1 (,_W WH)-1/2( _Wk) (I- ( (S )'" -l /
k yk (s) kk k (s)k k k 
k
(3.58)
k2_ 1/2 s-
yk (S) 2(3.59)
H- l/2 - _ H2 /2
k+ (s) = (I-K k / (k (s)-)Kk (I-*k (s)) 1-K k). 
(3.60)
The sequence {Wk, k=0,1,...,p} determines the so-called Fenyves array.
From the set of equations (3.58)-(3.59)-(3.60), any ( s) rationalk tL
analytic and-bounded in the right half plane yields a 0k(s) rational
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analytic and bounded in the right half plane with the prescribed value
Wk at sk. The transformation 0k+1(s) +k (s) gives the inductive step
of the interpolation algorithm.
2nd Step: Determination of the Interpolating Matrix Function 0 (s)0
Let us consider the 2n x 2n matrix L,
A B
L=.
C D
With L is associated the
on n x n matrices:
following homographic transformation acting
-+[X I = (AX+B) (CX+D) 1
Now define
.I-EEH -1/2 IEEH) -1/2E
H (E) =
(I-E E) E/2EH (I-EH E)-/2
and
B(s kS) =
Lk (s)I
L0
J
Ii
(3.61)
(3.62)
(3.63)
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Thenithe transformation k + k(s) determined by equations (3.58)-
(3.60) can be written as =k(s) Lk(s)Ok 1 (s) where
Lk(s) = H(Wk)B(sks)H(Kk) for k=0,,... ,p. (3.64)
Therefore the solutions 0 (s) of the algorithm are of the form0
D (s) =L (s)L (s) ... L (s)0(s) (3.65)0 .0 1 P
where 0(s) is any analytic function matrix satisfying 1 t0(s)12 < 1
for Re s > 0 (for instance 0(s) = I).
3.5.3.b Adaptation of the Algorithm to the Interpolation of U(s), A(s)
As previously seen, our goal is to find rationa1'.matrices W(s)-"
and V(s) that approximate as accurately as possible U(s) and VH(s) for
s=jw. We will only discuss the case of U(s) in the sequel since the
case of VH(s) is obviously identical.
The interpolation algorithm presented in the previous section can
only be used when the interpolation points are located in the right half
plane. Thus, in order to apply the Nevanlinna algorithm we need to use
the following procedure:
Step 1: Choose a sequence of points s ,...,s such that Re(s) = e > 0
for k=O,..., p and where e is small.
Step 2: Compute the values Uk U(s k) for k=0,1,...,p.
Step 3: Apply the Nevanlinna algorithm with the data [skUk]*
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This yields an interpolating matrix U(s) such that U(sk) = U fork k
k=Ol,. .. ,p.
The steps of our procedure require. few comments. First, the result
yielded by the Nevanlinna algorithm is a rational function matrix of s,
analytic and bounded in the right-half plane. This means that U(s) cor-
responds to the transfer function matrix of a finite-dimensional LTI
stable system. This stability property was not a formal requirement of
our approximating scheme since we are not particularly interested in
the stability of our compensator. But it can be useful in the choice
of the diagonal compensator K(s). Secondly, the choice of the inter-
polating points sk, k=O,...,p E-close to the imaginary axis guarantees
by continuity that the interpolation will be almost exact on the jw-
axis.
Finally, a work of caution has to be given. In Step 3, we have
implicitly assumed that the Nevanlinna algorithm could be applied with-
out taking care of the solvability of the interpolation problem. The
solvability criterion requires that the matrix P as in (3.57) be non
negative definite. Since the matrices Uk, k=,...,p are unitary matrices,
the block diagonal elements of P are zero matrices. Therefore P is
either a zero matrix or cannot be non negative definite; we are in a
degenerate case of the Nevanlinna-Pick problem.
One way to get around this difficulty is to interpolate the matrix
values 1U at point sk for k=0,1,...,p with IpI > 1. Thus the Step 3
of our procedure have to be replaced by:
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Step 3.a: Choose p, p > 1, such that the solvability criterion is
satisfied for the data Es , - ]k pk
Step 3.b: Apply the Nevanlinna algorithm to the data [sk' U 1k k
This yields a solution -tU(s) such that U(sk = U k=Ol,...,p.p U()sc htU( k k k01 p
Without doubt, the Step 3.a will be the most critical part of the
interpolation. At least, with our choice of data the Pick matrix P will
not have zero block diagonal matrices and can eventually be non negative
definite.- We will not discuss this particular point any further since
more insight on the properties of U(s) and on the consequences of our
choice of interpolating points is necessary.
From the form of the Nevanlinna algorithm, it is clear that the
more interpolating points we choose, the larger the order of s(s)
(resp R(s)) will be. Therefore, for an accurate approximation, the
order of U(s) (resp VH(s)) will become large, resulting in high order
compensators. Thus, in most cases, it will be necessary to apply a
model reduction technique to the matrices U(s) and OH(s).
3.5.3.c Multivariable Model Reduction Technique
As mentioned before, there exists several model reduction tech-
niques. The most appealing is the one of Kung and Lin in [27]. They
consider the case of a linear time-invariant, strictly casual system
characterized by a transfer function matrix
cc
-i
H(s) = E H. s . (3.66)
i=l
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We can associate the this transfer function matrix an infinite 
block-
Hankel matrix denoted r [H (s) ] as
r[H(s)] =
H1
H 2
H
3
H H ...
2 3
H H ...3 4
(3.67)
and a Hankel-norm
IIH(s) IIH = r[H(s) 1 2.
(3.68)
Properties of the Hankel matrix allow Kung and Lin to develop an algo-
rithm yielding minimal degree approximants with respect to the- Hankel-
norm error criterion
E[H(s), H (s)] H(s) - H(s)IIH (3.69)
(The reader is referred to [27] for further details). This algorithm
consists of three steps:
(i) Compute the minimal basis solution of a polynomial matrix
equation
(ii) Solve an algebraic Riccati equation
a
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(iii), Find the partial fraction expansion. of a rational matrix.
This algorithm is also very efficient computationally. However,
the most attractive aspect of this model reduction method is that it
is, as far as we know, the only closed form (Hankel norm) optimal solu-
tion for multivariable system reduction. Moreover, the choice of the
error norm criterion can be justified by the fact that the Hankel norm
lies in between the L2 and L norms and appears as a sort of tradeoff
of these norms. However, some caution should be exercised since it is
shown in [28] that the Hankel norm induces a topology in the space of
transfer matrices'which is too weak for studying stability of feedback
systems. -As it was already mentioned, the only relevant topology is
the L, topology.
But -since our approximation scheme does not aim to give an error
analysis of the approximant, we will consider the model reduction algo-
rithm introduced by Kung and Lin as an efficient algorithm. Its adap-
tation to our case is straightforward since it can be directly applied
to a Laurent series expansion of the rational transfer matrix U(s) ob-
tained by Step 3.b of our interpolation procedure.
3.5.3.d Concluding Remarks
In the discussion which precedes we have introduced an approxima-
tion scheme. It can be summarized as:
Step 1: Choose a sequence of points ss .. .,s such that Re(sk
e > 0 for k=0,1,... ,p and C is small
Step 2: Compute the values Uk = U(s k) k=0,1,...,p
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Step 3: a) Choose, p , jp > 1 such that the Pick matrix for the data
[s , - U ] is non negative definitek k
b) Compute - U(s) for the data [s , - U ] using the Nevanlinna
algorithm
Step 4: If the order of U(s) is not too large, 5(s) = 5(s). Otherwise
apply the model reduction technique of King and Lin to U(s). This
yields U(s).
We have not attempted to derive an optimal approximation method.
It is only believed that the previous scheme will yield "reasonable"
approximants of U(s) and VH(s) given our knowledge of approximation
techniques. Indeed, we could have tried to apply directly to U(s) and
VH(s) one of the standard approximation techniques. This would have
required, in a preliminary stage, to conduct a Laurent series expan-
sion of U(s) and VH(s) and then apply a standard model reduction tech-
nique to a truncated part of these Laurent series. Since .these trun-
cated Laurent series represent good rational approximations of U(s) and
0(s) only in a presumably high frequency range, this approximation
process would have been reasonable only for high frequencies in which
we are less interested. Our scheme, at least until Step 4, does not
have this undesirable feature. Also, the Laurent series expansion of
U(s) and VH(s) require to have an exact knowledge of U(s) and VH(s) as
matrix functions of s. From a practical point of view, computer SVD
routines usually give us singular vector values only at specified values
of s. An adequate choice of those values of s will allow to conduct
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our approximation procedure, since only the data [s k, U k] is necessary
for the procedure to be applied whereas the exact knowledge of U(s)
and VH(s) would require to perform by hand the computationally cumber-
some SVD.
Provided our approximations are accurate enough, the basic proper-
ties of the feedback configuration of Fig. 3.2 where U(s) and VH(s) are
replaced by their approximants are approximately preserved. This allows
us to conduct a design where the diagonal elements of K(s) are chosen
in loop by loop fashion in order to meet-the design requirements.
3.6 Summary and Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we have focused our attention on diagonalization
methods of design. A brief review- of the existing diagonalization
methods, particularly the CL and INA methods has shown that these
methods do not produce automatically a good performance and good
robustness margins for the controlled system. This comes from the
fact that the diagonalization approach is formulated in terms of
eigenvalues/eigenvectors although the performance and robustness
measures are expressed in terms of singular values. In order to
remedy to this deficiency, we investigated an alternative diagonali-
zation approach using a singular value decomposition of the plant.
We found that the behavior of the configuration of Fig. 3.2 correspond-
ing to a SVD of the plant could be studied as a sequence of equivalent
SISO loop transfer functions. More precisely, given the plant G(s) and
H
an existing SVD G(s) =U(s)E(s)V(s) with E(9)=E'(s), the choice of a
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controller
G (s) = VH(s) diag [k. (s), i=l,...,n]U(s)C 3
allowed us:
(i) to find a stability criterion in terms of the equivalent
SISO loop transfer functions g. (s) = c (s)k (s), i=l,...,n
(ii) to define the performance and the robustness measures of
the controlled system in.terms of g (s) = a.(s)k (s), i=l,...,n.
These results led us to the idea that an adequate choice of the
k (s), i=l,...,n, will allow us to meet in a systematic way the design
requirements. But the fact that the resulting compensator G C(s) =
VH(s) diag [k. (s), i=l,...,n]U(s) does not correspond to a finite
dimensional LTI system forced us to take an alternate point of view
where the non rational elements of G C(s), namely yE(s) and U(s), have
to be approximated by rational transfer matrices.
In a first approach, we approximated U(s) and VH(s) by real con-
stant matrices at certain frequencies. A specific algorithm called
ALiGN was obtained for this purpose. It allowed us to derive a design
procedure where the compensator is constructed to provide the required
compensation in several frequency ranges. But this design procedure,
although efficient in some cases, cannot be applied to the most general
plants G(s), in particular when approximations by real constant matrices
cannot be conducted accurately or when the rate of change in singular
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vector directions is too large. Clearly, these restrictions come from
the simplistic approximation procedure adopted. Thus, in a second
approach, we tried to find more satisfactory approximation procedures
for U(s) and VH (s). We found that this approximation should be con-
ducted with respect to a frequency-weighted error .norm criterion, cor-
responding to the L, topology in the space of transfer function
matrices. Unfortunately, current knowledge of approximation techniques
does not allow us to find a closed form for approximants of U(s) and
VH (s), not only with respect to the ideal error norm criterion but also
to any error norm criterion. Thus, we were forced to restrict our ob-
jectives and suggested only a reasonable approximation scheme proceeding
as follows:
(i) Interpolation of U(s), V"(s) by rational transfer matrices
using the Nevanlinna algorithm
(ii) A multivariable model reduction technique applied to the
results of (i).
This scheme allows accurate approximations at any set of pre-
selected frequencies. Thus a design using these approximants can be
performed provided that we assume that the results of the configuration
of Fig. 3.2 hold approximately at the set of preselected frequencies.
obviously, the main problem encountered in the development of a
design method using a SVD of the plant is the approximation problem.
On this point, our knowledge is still limited since no closed form ap-
proximation solutions with respect to an error norm criterion have yet
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been found when the matrix to be approximated is not a rational 
transfer
matrix. This is a problem that future research should address. 
Solu-
tion of this problem would yield an easy and systematic diagonalization
method of design for MIMO systems.
On the other hand, the approximation problem arose from our desire
to use the SVD properties of the plant in order to derive an exact
diagonalization design method. This approach appears to be quite sim-
ilar to what Mac Farlane and did for the CL method of design using
the eigenvalues/eigenvectors properties of the plant. But, as Rosenbrock
showed in the INA method of design, exact diagonalization may be too
restrictive. Only an approximate diagonalization approach corresponding
to the concept of diagonal dominance is in fact necessary to conduct 
a
loop by loop design. Thus, using Rosenbrock's ideas, the approxima-
tion problem would be avoided if we could find unitary rational transfer
matrices O(s), H(s) for any plant G(s) such that:
G'(s) = U(s)G(s)H(s) is diagonal dominant, VseDR
i.e. if the diagonal elements of G' (s) represent approximations of
singular values of G(s) with bounds specified by the off-diagonal ele-
ments of G' (s). We would then be able to meet the design requirements
with a method similar to the INA method. Therefore the problem is to
find in a systematic way U(s) and V1-(s) for any plant G(s). This re-
quires a characterization of unitary rational transfer matrices and
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further insight in transformations of the plant by unitary matrices.
Research on these topics is necessary and in the author's opinion, it
should prove fruitful to derive a useful frequency domain design method.
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CHAPWT 4: LINEAR QUADRATTC METHQDS W DESIQN
4.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to study the linear quadratic methods
of design, Recall from our presentation in Section 2.5 that the main
feature of the IQ method: is that we obtain automatically a stable closed-
loop system. Furthermore, the closed-loop system has some guaranteed
gain and phase margins of 6 dB and 60* at the plant input. Hence, if
we let the design requirements be as specified in Section 2.3, we need
only to consider the requirements imposed by the performance and eventually
by the robustness if the guaranteed robustness properties associated to
the LQ methodology are not sufficient. This simplified the design
significantly since we no longer have to worry about the stability
requirement. The problem is therefore to examine how the LQ method
allows us to shape the singular values,
In Section 4.2, we will study how the choice of the quadratic
weights in the LQ methodology influences the singular values of the
open-loop transfer function. This presentation is not original and
relies on the work of Doyle and Stein in [1]. However, we will show
clearly that the singular value sbpaing in the LQ methodology is
constrained by the lack of dynamics in our compensation.
In Section 4,3 we present an alternative approach due to Shahjahan
[29] that will be more satisfactory. It consists of an adaptation of
the Gupta s method presented in Section 2,5 where the frequency depen-
dent we*gbhting -matrices are chosen so that the singular value shaping
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becomes systematic, easy to perform and almost arbitrary, We will then
conICjuda this chapter by some remarks in Section 4.4.
The results of this chapter have not been, to some extent, generated
by the authorfs research. effort, Iaowever, these are included in our
presentation for the sake of completeness, that is, in order to offer a
complete treatment of the multivariable feedback design from the point
of viewu of singular value shaping.
4.2 Singular Values Shaping with the LQ Method
In this section, we restrict our attention to the LQ method since
it is, as shown in Section 2,5, the key element of time domain design
methods. Thus, we cons.ider the systemc
x = Ax + Bu (4.1)
n m
where x 8 X, u e mm. The cost criterion to be minimized is
T T
J(u. = J C (t) Qx(ty + iT Ct) Ru t) dt (4.2)
10
where R is positive definite and Q non-negative definite. We obtain an
optimal control law uctJ = - Gx(t) where G is given by (2.39). The pro-
blem is to examine how the choice of the quadratic weighting matrices Q
and R influences the singular values of the open-loop transfer function.
For convenience, we will assume that the control weighting matrix
is in the flU R = PI, p ;> 0. This is consistent with the implicit
assumption in our de.5idn specification that the model uncertainties
charaterized by m (W) are uniform in all directions, Moreoverl non
m
1/2
identity R matrices can be incorporated in the LQ gain G as GR
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Also, it can be assumed with no lose of generality 110], that the state
weighting matrix Q is, in the form
CTC (4.3)
where C ;is a m x n matrix of full row rank, We have then the following
lemma;
Lemma 4. 1 Denote by a (j(), i = 1,. ,,m, the m singular values of
-1
the transfer function C(61-A) B evaluated along the jW axis. Then,
the singular values of the return difference matrix I + L(s) =
I + G(sIA). B are such that
2 06
0 I+ L~ ]= 1+ , 'Wy . (,4
Proof; Let us consider the SVD of C(sI-A) B;
C(SI-A) fl = U(s) diag [a, (s)...,o (s1I V (s)
where U(s). and V (sl are unitary matrices. Then for s = jW the Kalman
equality (2.41) yields
[I + L(jO)] H [I + L(jO)] = I + - V(j0) diag.. [C2 (jo),...,r (jw)]VH (jw)
p 1 m
2 2
= V(.jco) diag [1 + (j1 ) 1 + P (jw)] V (jO)
p p
so that, the 4inqular values of 1 + LCjol are:
2
p s=1,.,, V
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and there exists a unitary matrix W-j(O Y such that
I + LCjW(1 = WCJO3 diag [ +Il,, V H _. (4.5)
QE,D,
The exact value of W(ja)) cannot be deduced from the Kalman equality,
In fact the only information about WCij) that we have is that the
eigenvalue structure of W(jl insures P (number of unstable open-loop
poles) anticlockwise encirclements of the origin by the locus
det [W(jcl V (jaD as we go along the Nyquist contour. In other words,
W-(J(4 is a unitary matrix insuring the closed-loop stability. More
precite knowledge of W(7j1 would require more insight into the structure
of the pwlutQfn of the Algebraic Riccatiequation (2.40). However, the
Lemma 4.1 gives us, some insight on the ability to use the LQ methodology
to shape the loop singular values. Lis) constitutes the open-loop transfer
function of the LQ regulator for the breaking point (1) represented in
Fig. 2.8. Using the inequality:
S+ a. (L(s}) < a (I + L(si) < 1 + a. (L(s)) i = m
the relation (4.4) gives us almost exactly the singular values O. (L(s))
whenever these are large, since in this case we have
a .(jo
c-'(L-(j-) - = l, ... m ,(4,6)CTOW
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This expopea a clear relation between the choice of C and p and the
htgh loop gain requixement imposed by the performance of the system
(condition 2,13Y. Namely, the designer will have to choose C and p in
such a way thgt i 1 ,,,.m are large enough in the frequency range
where high loop gains are required, We note also that these gains can
be made arbitrarily large by choosing p sufficiAntly small.
Unfortunately, the relatlon C4,141 do not give us directly the
singular values, of L jQo} whenever these are small. It only allows us
to derive the inequality;
C a + L Qj031 > 1 V a < 4 (4.7)
which further implies [171 that i
aCI+L (j+LL- .Q0Uc> 04, (4.8)2
The property (4,8) leads, to the afore-mentioned guaranteed robustness
margins of 6 dB and 60' C2,42Y of the LQ regulator. However these
margins can be insufficient. Thus, we need to find a way to satisfy the
high frequency requirement imposed by the robustness constraint. The
high frequency behavior of the regulator can be derived from known
asymptotic properties as the scalar p. tends to zero. If C(9I-A) B
is assumed to he .minimum phase, it is shown in [151, that the LQ gain
G behaves as,
V G + WC (4.9)
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when p +0 And where Wff i a unitary Matrix. Hence, the asymptotic loop
tranas er function ts 11].;
-CBA(410)
where CR ta AI-mied to have full rank. Based on -C4.Q1. we get
S( (.(4.11)
The pelation C4.11) gives the high frequency behavior asymptotically as
p becomes, MAll. As a consequence, the maximum (asymptotic) crossover
frequency is given by:
B] [CHI, (4.13)
cmax VP,
Since the stability robustness requirement imposes an upper-limit on
the crossover frequencies, our choices of C and p to achieve the per,-
fozmAnce objectives, via relation (4.6) is constrained. Moveover, the
asymptotic loop transfer function behaves like in the high frequency
range, ThitsP relatively slow attenuation rate may impose further re-
ductibn .. of the crossover frequencies thus impairing the achievable
performance. This is the price that we pay for the lack of dynamic
compensation in the LQ regulator since the constant LQ gain cannot
introduce any additional rolloff. Relations (4.6) and (4.11) are the
key relations that intervene in a design based on the LQ methodology,
Assuming that p is chosen small enough so that the asymptotic high
frequency heahVtor holds approximately, the designer will choose C
an Z V ugtng the tngtght given by (4.11 and 4.6). Hiowever, it is
unclear how the choice of C affects the s-ingular values of CB in (4,111
and of CC9I-AL B n (4.11)1. This means that we may have to use a
"trial and errorw procedure in order to choose C and p adequately.
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Furthexmore, the robustness constraint of our design is a prime require-
ment. Due to the slow, attenuation rate at high frequencies, we may be
forced to reduce excessively the bandwidth of the controlled system,
thus, constraining the performance of our design, This could happen
whenever the growth rate of uncertainties at high frequencies is larger
than the attenuation rate of the singular values. In this case, the lack
of dynamic compensation in the LQ regulator seems to be critical. How-
ever, for designs whose robustness requirements are not too demanding,
the LQ methodology appears to be a good method since it allows us to
meet the design requirements,
4. 3 Singular Value Shaping with an tQ DynaMic Regulator,
The dtscussion of the previous section motivates the need for an
LQ methodology where some dynamics are introduced in order to shape the
singular values. The method that we will discuss in this section
exploits the systematic approach to the synthesis of dynamic LQ regulators
described by Gupta in [121, This methodls original ideal is due to
Shahjahan [29]. We present the main features of this method. Some
detail and proofs will be left out for the sake of brevity.
Recall from our presentation in Section 2.5 that the design method
proposed by Gupta allows us to choose the state and the control weighting
matrices to he frequency dependent. This means that we have to apply the
LQ Methd to the Augmented system C2.501. We will use in this section
the same notattons as in Section 2.5,
Aseume that the control weighting matrix is in the form R - pI,
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p > Q. The s*tate wezghtrg matrix t s' 9 s} = Y (-s Pi (s) where P1(s)
hag the StAte. pAce reizAtion (2,49.aE, The augmented stAte space
becomes' then:
] 0 x
a + U
G F 0
(4.14)
and the cost criterion:
1 T ~T
+ P u T Mn:(t) dt , (4.15)
The relations C4j4)_ and (4.151 define a LQ regulator problem. Denote
by Ct). the augmented state vec tor by A and B the correspondinga a
augmented -tate space 'matrices in C4.14), and by Q the augmented state
weighting matrix in C4.151. The solution of this LQ problem is:
1 T
u (t) (C1 F C] I a t) = -- B P x (t)2 a p a a -a (4.16)
where Pa is the positive definite solution of the augmented ARE
A P + P A + Q - - P B Sl P 0
a a a a a p a a a a (4.17)
The cIosed0Loop configuration of the augmented system is shown
in Fig, 4-N1, Let us consider the openv-loop transfer function L (s)
when we break the loop at the plant input (point (11 in Fig. 4.1).
H. T
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Fig.) 41 ----
C(IsF B
Fig. 4.1: LQ regulator with dynamic compensation and R = pI.
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Straightforward c4lcuations allow, to derive from the A.R.E. (4.171 a
Kalman equality, such that;
I + LTsU (1 + L (s I _T (s-A QCS. (aiI-Al B .
a
(4.18)
This result staply shows that the Kalman equality of the regular LQ
problem can be generalized to the case where the weighting matrices
are frequency dependent. In view of Lemma 4,1, the fact that we
have a Kalman equality where the state weighting matrix is allowed to
be frequency dependent suggests that more freedom will be obtained to
shape the singular values, Indeed, for valnes of s along the jW-axis,
the relation (4,181 implies that:
0' ( + L.( jU w I + (B C-jOA1 Q(jO&) (joi-A) 1 BI (4.19)4
This means that the s-ingular values of 0' (I + L (jw)) can be shaped
almost arbitrarily by choosing P1 CsY or equivalently Q(s). These choices
TT 1-l
must be such. that the eigenvalues of [B (-I"A ) Q Cs) (I-A) B] are
easily identifiable. Among a number of possibilities, two natural choices
are:
n (s2 a Cs) a CrsX 
. )= Qo bCslbCsl S  (.4.20)
where Q is A constant matrix, and where a(s), b(si are polynomials of
a, Thta choice of Cs) reduces to constder a regular LQ problem with a
s-tate weighting matrix Q and where each state of the system is passed
separately through the same shaping filter This choice of Q (s)b (s)
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QgAp be Qgnsidered as a goO4 approach in order to improve the performAnce
characteri-stics o A deg'tgn obtatned by the LQ method.
(14t. Without loss- of generAltty It can be assumed that B, the input
matrix of our system hass full column rank. In this case, we can con-
struct a symetric. matrix such that the eigenvalues of B Q*B have a
small spread, by considering for instance the singular value decomposition
of B. Ifence QCML can be selected such that;
Q (aL - [ a C-sIwiY Q (-I-AT . (4.21)bCs-) b (-qs). 0
Then the singular values of T + L Cjoj) become ta
2a CJWY a ( jCOY T
q 2C +La Cj =) + b (B Q B) , (4.22)
The MIMO design is thus reduced to a sequence of SISO design problems.
T
Also by mating the eigenvalues of B Q B identical we can further
reduce the MI40 design problem to a s'ingle SISO design problem.
It is'- clear that different choices of Q(s could be made, In
fact, the only requirement that will guide the choice of Q(s) is that
T T-l -1
the eigenvalues of B (W-sI-A.) Q (sj (sI-A) B are- easily identifiable
and can be modified in a simple way. The latter can be achieved by
a Cs)
considering a shaping filter as in (4,201 and (4.211 which affects
each state, Thus the actual choice of the state control matrix will
certainly depend on the specific design problem that we are considering.
Roweve, the two systematic choices- (4'20) and C4.211 show. that the
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singular values of EX + L (jO)U can be shaped almost arbitrarily. Ina 
terms of our design requirements. the singular values of II + L a(jc0L
Axe vexy usefluj whenever they, are large, s:tnce in this case they con-
stitute i. good approximation of the singular values of L a(j). This
means that our choices of Q CsY in 420T and (4,21) give us a good
insi.ght on how- to achieve the performance requirement of our design.
On the other hand little is, known. on the robustness constraint
of the configuration of Fig. 4,1. The relation (4.19) implies:
(I + L; (jClY'> 1 (4.23)
a
which yields some guaranteed robustnes- margins of 6 dB, 600 as for
the usual L.Q regulator. This may be insufficient and this motivates
the study of the high frequency behavior of our system, As in Section
4.2 this behavior can be derived from known asymptotic properties as the
scalar p tends to zero, The only difference with the results of Section
4,2 ta that the results have to be applied to the augmented system
described by C4,14) and (4,15Y. Straightforward calculations show
P 1(sI-A) B is minimum phase, when p tends to zero the LQ gain [C1,C2
behaves as;
[C1 ,C2 + WEHJD1] (4.24)
where w is a unitary matrix. Hence, the asymptotic loop transfer function
La CsL hecomes;
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L Cal= IC1 ,,C2 ] CsT-A ) B
+* Wf H (/ S-IeA )1 B
a a
+ WP pj s1 (p sI-A-tf B (4,25)
Obviously,, the asymptotic behavior of the loop transfer funtion depends
on the choice of Q Cs). Let us consider respectively the choices (4.20)
and C4.211 where we assume that a(s) is of degree a and b(s) is of degree
. ~For the sake of realizability, we will have a> a for (4.20) and
respectively P>a+l for (4.21). The relation (4.25) implies then
.1 2
For Q(.s)_ = as a Q; 0I + 0 X (4.26)b Csi b'('i-s1 o a iY 0
1/2 B)
For Q(s) = (s) a(-s) (-s-A T) Q (sI-A): a.(La(j6)) + (4.27)b (s) b (-s)- oV W
where Q 1 /2B have been assumed to have full rank. (4.26) and (4.27) give
the asymptotic crossover frequencies. They show that the relatively
slow attenuation rate of the singular values at high frequencies in the
LQ methodology is imppoved by an adequate choice of the degrees of the
polynomials a(s) and b(s). Moreover they give us the insight necessary
to satisfy the robustness constraints. Thus, assuming that p is chosen
sma,4l. enough. so that the asyuptotic behavior holds approximately, the
dep gnex can choose a Csl, bCspl, Q , p by using the relations (49. 4
C4,26)L for the first choice of QCsT and (4.221 - C4,27Y for the second
choice of Q.sY. In each case it appears that the design methodology
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leaves us a lot of freedom for shap ng the singular values, Sharp
rQlloff at high frequenctes, can be obtained by introducing poles in the
shaping filter having an effect ony, in the high frequency range. Thts
can be done without impairing the low frequency shape of the singular
values. This shows, a valuable "decouplingv between the satisfaction of
the performance and robustness requirements of our design and may come
"acs)
as a simplication in the construction of bs)
The discussion which precedes has shown how our design approach
constitutes an improvement with respect to the regular LQ methodology.
T
However, we concentrated our attention on the choice of Q(s) = P (-s)P (S),
while little has- been said about the choice of P1 Cs), Indeed, since the
dynamic approach to LQ compensation defined by Gupta [12] imposes to
2'
choose Q(iJOi. to be a rational function of 3 , we chose Q(s) such that:
T
The theory of spectral factorization [18] tells us that matrices
satisfying the relation (4.29 can always be written as:
Q Cs) = P 1(!-s) P (s) . (4.30)
The problem arising is that PI Cs) is not unique (even worse, there exists
an infinite number of P Cs satisfying (4.30) for a given Q(s)). However,
the state space realization of P CS1 determines the exact dynamics of
the compepsation. In order to find the optimal control law (4.161, we
made the implicit assumption that the LQ problem for the augmented
state space C4.141 (4,151 is, such that (A' B I is stabilizable and& a
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and (Qal/2, ) is detectable, it can be shown by studying the con-
trollable and observable modes of the augmented system, that (A , B )
a
1/2is stabilizab-le and (Q , A l is detectable under the following4a
sufficient conditions-:
(I If CABL is stabilizable, it suffices to choose P (s) such that
P (51. has no poles and no zeroes in the right-half plane.
(iil If A is stable matrix, it suffices to choose P, (s) such that
P 1 .s has no poles in the right-half plane (stable transfer function).
The weakest sufficient condition is that the system should be
stabilizable. This is not surprising since we are applying an LQ
methodology in the degenerate case where Q (s) is a constant matrix, For
the choice of the .control weighting matrix as in (4.20) , it is clear
how (P W_ should be determined. The polynomials a(s) and b(s) can
always be chosen such as, they have no roots in the right,-half plane since it
a~s) a(-s)is (s) b( S) which appears, in Q(sj. Thus P (s) can simply be taken
as
b U1 bsI
/ (s) 1/2
where Q0/ 2 is a square root of Q. Moveover, this square root can
b a(s) 1/2 1always be choosen such that Q (sI-A) B is minimum phase. This
minimum phase condition allows the asymptotic high frequency analysis to
hold.
In tba case where the control weighting matrix is as in (4,21), the
deteXrination of P Is-) remains simple whenever the system to be controlled
is stable since a satisfactory choice of P1 (s) is:
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P() Q/ 2 g. (A(.4,321
where a(s), b(S) have no roots in the right half plane, When A is only,
such that (A,B is stabilizable, P Cj could be determined by a spectral
factorization algorithm 11,9, But when P (s)L has no p 'les and zeroes in
the right half plane and A is unstable, P (s) (sreA) B can never be
minimum phase, The asymptotic high frequency analysis will not hold.
Therefore, in this case, the firs-t choice of Q(s) as in (4.20) seems
simpler.
Our present analysis shows how simple choices of P (sI or Q(s)
allow us to meet the design requirements. In particular it appears
that the design 'hethod leaves, a lot of freedom for shaping the singular
values us'tng the shaping filter s to generate a large class of loopb-(sY
dynamics- without affecting the closed-loop stability-. However, let us
examine the effect of the design approach on the pole placement. The
relation (4,181 implies that:
1 T T -l
det [II + I (sY] det II + L f'*s}] = det tI + B (-sI-A)La a
Q (s) (sI-A) (4.33)
but
.YCL s)
det [I + L (s)] = (4.34)
where (. L 4 s' the characteristic polynomial of the closed-loop system
and yOL (sL L s the: characteristic polynomial of the open-loop augmented
system. The augmented system dynamics (4,14) implies
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Co)_ ;q det ( SI-A)_ det (S;I-F, I 4,351.
. OL
In. the cge of the second choice of QCST as in (4.21), i.e,
a Cs I a.('s) TrA9(s) b()SIA b O I CSIA)I we have
det CsI-F lb -1 bsln (4.36)
Tience based on (4.33) we get
Y Cs)_ y C-s-)- = det(sI-A) det C-sI-A lb (s) b(-s))n
det [I + a(s Y CQ Bs (4.37)
This shows that respectively the stable modes and the mirror image with
-1
respect to the ,maginary axis of the unstable modes of the plant (sI-A) B
are closed-loop poles, The second choice of Q (s) as in (4.21) imposes. a
strong constraint in terms of pole placement. This is the price we pay
T T --
for the pole zero cancellations in B (-SI-A ) Q(s) (sI-A) B.
The first choice of Q(sJ as in C4.20) does not possess this un-
desirable feature. Indeed, since there is no pole zero cancellation in
B (-VI-AT). Q(s) (.sI-A) B, the term det [-sI-A] det [sI-A] will be can-
celled out in the expression of YCL(9)y (-s)., Root locus techniques
could also be derived from'the actual form of YCL (s) YCL (-s). Therefore,
in terms of pole placement the first choice of QC(sl as in (4.20) is
T -T -1 -l
more satisfactory. The pole zero cancellation in B (.-sI-A ) Q (s) (sI-A) B
for the second chrice of 9 (s) as, in C4.211 allows us to have more insight
for shaping the singular values. But it imposes a strong pole placement
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constraint,
4. 4 Concludingc Remarks
The developments of this chapter have shown how time-domain based
design methods, can be used in order to satisfy the design requirements.
The IQ methodology has been first presented and was seen to be efficient
9Qr 4 certain class of design problems where the robustness requirement
is not too demanding. In order to lift this constraint, we introduced
an alternative design approach where some dynamics could be introduced
in the feedback loop to shape the singular values. This was done by
allowing the state weighting matrix to be frequency dependent and we
showed how this weighting matrix could be chosen in order to satisfy the
design requirements, This choice is easy to perform and is quite
systematic. Finally the order of the compensators obtained by this design
seems to be relatively low. This is particularly true for the LQ
methodology ttself (constant gain) and for our alternative approach
where Q CsL is chosen., as in (4.20). However, one should remember that
the IQ methods with or without dynamics in the feedback loop assume that
the state vector of the system in directly available to measurements.
This is not the case for most practical systems and a Kalman filter has
to be introduced in the loop to estimate the state vector. A robustness
recovery procedure can then be applied to retrieve asymptotically the
loop txanpfer functtpn obtaine4 by the .Q methodology. However, the Kalman
filter wiIl be actually present in our compensator and increases sensibly
the order of the compensator. For very large systems this could result in
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unacceptably high order compensations, This constitutes a restriction
of the IQ methods of the type. discussed' in this chapter,
Also, though the LQ dynamic compensation approach allows up to
satisfy a proper robustness coistraint at the plant input, little is
known on how this- robustness can be achieved at the plant output, The
problem arises from the state augmentation, The robustness recovery
methods only allow us to recover the LQ robustness properties at the
output of the augmented system which does not correspond to the physical
output of the plant. This may constitute a major weakness of our LQG
dynamic compensation approach.
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CHAPTER 5: BASIC DESIGN PROCEDURE X AN APPLICATION
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will present an application of the basic design
procedure introduced in Section 3.4. Recall that this design method
was obtained by using an approximation procedure named ALiGN(.) which
allows us to find real frame matrices approximating complex frame
matrices at prescribed values of complex frequencies. Then given a
plant G(s) and a set of design requirements, the design proceeds in
three steps:
(i) a high frequency compensation is conducted to provide
adequate robustness margins by reducing the loop gains at high
frequencies,
(ii) an intermediate frequency compensator is selected to guar-
antee the stability of the closed loop system,
(iii) a low frequency compensation insures good performance by
using high loop gains at low frequencies.
Thus the, overall compensation takes the form:
G (s) = GhG (S)I+-
-c hm s
where G , G , G, are the high frequency, intermediate frequency and lowh m
frequency compensators constructed according to constraints developed
in Section 3.4.2.
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In the following sections, we will illustrate the basic design
procedure by considering an example. In Section 5.2 we present the
system to be controlled and its associated design requirements. Then
in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, the successive steps of our design procedure
are described. Throughout this development, we will focus our atten-
tion on different issues coming up in our design approach. Our design
example does not intend to provide a "real life" controller for a spe-
cific control design problem. Rather the example aims at providing an
illustration of the applicability of our design procedure.
5.2 Presentation of Design Problem
The example used here to illustrate the use of the design tech-
nique is based on a slightly modified version of a longitudinal-axes
design problem for the CH.47 helicopter introduced by G. Stein and
J.C. Doyle in [1] and [2]. The objective is to control two measured
outputs, vertical velocity and pitch attitude, by using collective and
differential collective rotor: thrust commands. A nominal model for
the system dynamics at 40 knot airspeed is:
-.02 .005 2.4 -32 .14 -.12
-.14 -.44 -1.3 30 .36 -8.6
-d x + u
dt 0 .18 -1.6 1.2 .35 .009
0 1 0 0 00
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0 0 1 0
L0 0 0 57.3
The set of poles for this nominal system is
{1,405; -1,5996.10 ; -1,6525+j(1,1783); -1,6526-j(l,1783)}.
Since there is one pole in the right half plane, the stability criterion
requires a net sum of one anticlockwise encirclement in the multivari-
able Nyquist criterion.
In the sequel, we will denote by G(s) the transfer function of
the nominal system. Since G(s) is a 2x2 transfer matrix, it has two
singular values a[G(s)] and a[G(s)]. For convenience, we will denote
with subscript 1 (respectively 2) all quantities revering to the chan-
nel corresponding to the largest singular value a[G(s)] (respectively
a[G(s)]), i.e.; &[G(s)] = a 1 (s) corresponds to channel 1 and a[G(s)] =
a2(s) corresponds to channel 2. The values of a 1 (s) and a (s) along
the jw-axis are represented in Fig. 5.1.
Major uncertainties associated with this model are due to neglected
rotor dynamics and uncertain rate limit nonlinearities. For our pur-
pose, it suffices to assume thattthese* uncertainties impose uniformly
in both control channels a loop gain reduction at high frequencies as
shown in Fig. 5.1. In particular, the controller bandwidth should be
-126-
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constrained to be less than 10 rd.S . A thorough discussion in [2]
of the robustness requirements of this system shows that our robustness
constraint is physically reasonable. We will also assume that the sys-
tem' s performance requires that we achieve loop gains greater than or
equal to 10 in the largest frequency range possible and at least for
the frequencies less than .1 rd.S l. This somewhat loose statement
about the performance condition of the controlled system translates
the fact that high loop gains cannot be achieved deliberately and are
constrained by the robustness constraints of the controlled system.
The Fig. 5.1 which represents the singular values of G(s) together
with the robustness and the performance conditions shows that our
design problem is:
(i) To achieve nominal closed-loop stability
(ii) To reduce the loop gain in channel 1 at frequencies
w > 10 rd.S 1
(iii) To increase the loop gains in channel 1 and 2 for frequencies
-l -1 -1 -lw < 10 rd.S and possibly greater than 10 rd.S
We then proceed to construct a controller using our design procedure.
5.3 Intermediate Frequency Range Compensation
5.3.1 Introduction
A detailed study of the limitations imposed by the robustness re-
quirement shows that no modification at high frequencies is required
in channel 2. On the other hand loop gains in channel 1 must be re-
duced at high frequencies. For example, at w = 102 rd.S~1 this gain
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must be reduced from 9.10 to 4.10-. This gain reduction is small
enough to be handled directly by intermediate frequency compensation.
We will thus avoid the construction of a high frequency compensator
that would have been necessary with a more constraining high loop gain
reduction requirement. However, this approach will be valid only if
we do not require the intermediate frequency range compensation G m(s)
to approach a unitary matrix at high frequencies, this in order to be
able to modify the singular values of our plant G(s) at high frequencies.
Therefore, our intermediate frequency compensation G (s) will bem
chosen in order to:
(i) insure proper robustness margins,
(ii) guarantee the closed-loop nominal stability.
In particular, if we consider the Nyquist stability criterion (Theorem
3.3) since G(s) is a strictly proper transfer function with no open loop
poles on the imaginary axis, we need only to consider the values of s
along the imaginary axis and the singular values in a decreasing order
satisfies the condition imposed on the singular value decomposition
considered for our basic design procedure.
5.3.2 Approximation of Singular Vectors
The controller design process starts by finding real frame matrices
A and B which approximate respectively the singular vector matrices
U(s) and V(s) given by the singular value decomposition of G(s) -
UH(s)E(s)V(s) at some suitably chosen frequency value. The inter-
mediate frequency range controller will have the form
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G m(s) = B Km (s)A
where the diagonal elements of Km (s) are selected in order to provide
an adequate compensation. The approximation is done by using the ALiGN
algorithm to approximate the complex columns of U(s) and V(s) by the
real columns of A and B at the frequency m. An investigation of the
intermediate frequency range showed that the best results were obtained
at = 10 rd.S 1. We have for this value:M
UH (10j)
and V"(10j) =
.70124-j.70494
-.086392+j.062126
.041361
-.74199+j.66913
-.10641+j7.4358.101
-.982-j.15606
.99914
.030716-j.0.0277]
We then found
0i
-11
0 -1
B.
L+1 01
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Where the sign ambiguity on the columns of A and B yielded by the ALiGN
algorithm has been removed by considering the dominant entries of
U(10j) and V(10j) respectively. As discussed in Section 3.4.1 the co-
efficients:
u.l'(l0j)a. 12 j-vH (lOj)b. 12
2 and bi 2 1 for i= , 22 2bHi
E IU (10j) a E Iv'. (10j) b.
j-i 3 =i 3
j'i j/i
give us a measure of the "quality" of the approximation performed, i.e.,
the larger they are, the better is the alignment between the pair of
vectors (a.,u.(10j)) and (b. ,v.(10j)). We represented in Figures 5.2.a
and 5.2.b the different values taken by these coefficients for frequen-
cies around 10 rd.S . A first observation is that these coefficients
have the same values for i=1 and i=2. This is a consequence of the
fact that we approximate 2x2 unitary matrices. The misali:gnment plots
show also clearly the coefficients cZa and cb become large for fre-
a. b.
-1 1 1
quencies W > 10 rd.s while they become small for frequencies
w < 5 rd.sl . This means simply that the approximations of U(s) and
A and V(s) by B will remain valid for frequencies w > 10 rd.s 1 and
become poor for frequencies w < 5 rd.s l. Thus the choice of a diago-
nal compensation K (s) will allow us to modify the loop gains for fre-
m
quencies w > 10 rd.s~A in a predictable way. This justifies our ap-
i=l,2
L *
0 15 20
-1
Figure 5.2.a: Misalignment Plot for A at w = 10 rd.s
1
Log [bi1
t i=l,2
4tLJ
3
2
I I I I
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Figure 5.2.b: Misalignment Plot for B at w = 10 rd.s'
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proach of constructing directly on intermediate frequency range con-
troller without using high frequency compensation. On the other hand,
we can expect that the loop gains for frequencies W < 5 rd.s_1 will be
modified in a very unpredictable way.
As a result of our approximation, the intermediate frequency range
controller G (s) will have the form:
m
0 k [ (s) 0 1 0
G m(s)=
-.1 0 _ 0 k m(t)j 0 -1
m2
where k (s) and k (s) are the controllers for channels 1 and 2 re-
m1 2
spectively. We proceed now to choose these two controllers.
5.3.3 Choice of the Diagonal Compensation
We must choose k (s) and k (s) such that the closed loop sys-
tem becomes stable and such that the loop gain reduction imposed by
the robustness requirement is satisfied. Since only the gain in chan-
nel 1 needs to be reduced, our approach for selecting k (a) and k (s)
will be to use k (s) to obtain an adequate gain reduction in channel 1
and to use k (s) to obtain the required number of anticlockwise en-
circlements of -1.
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Compensation in channel 1:
A natural choice for the controller k (s) is a lag compensator of
s+-
1 s T
the form -x 1with a > 1. This compensator will provide a gain
s + --
reduction of 20 log a db at high frequencies. Furthermore, it will not
introduce any encirclement of the point -1 in the Nyquist stability
criterion since the phase associated to this compensator stays between
0 and - 1. Inspection of the robustness requirement represented in
Fig. 5.1 leads us to choose a = 4, so that, the values of a for
-11
W > 10 rd.s will be divided by 4, and - = 25, i.e., the crossoverT -
frequency in channel 1 stays close to 10 rd.S l. Thus, the compen-
sation in channel 1 will be given by:
k (s) = .25 s+25M 1s + 6.25
Compensation in channel 2
In order to obtain a stable closed-loop system, compensation in
channel 2 must introduce one anticlockwise encirclement of the point
-l in the Nyquist stability criterion. A way to do that is to choose
the controller k (s) to be a lead compensator dephased by n, i.e., to
m2
be of the form: - 1 + Ts with a < 1. Such a compensator will not
-1 + aTs
affect the gain at low frequencies, and will increase it at high fre-
quencies. Thus we must take care of choosing a large enough in order
to preserve the robustness in channel 2. Inspection of the robustness
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requirement represented in Fig. 5.1 leads us to choose at = 0.5, so that,
-l
the values of a2 for tW > 10 rd.s will be multiplied by 2. We also
choose - = 3 so that the crossover frequency will be slightly augmen-
T
ted and so that we will obtain a good phase margin in channel 2. Thus,
the compensator in channel 2 will be:
k (s) =-2
m2 s + 6
Result of the Compensation
With our choice of k (s) and k (s), 'the intermediate frequency
my m2
range controller G (s) will be:
m
- s~+25-
0 1 .25S+25 0 1 0
In order to check the success of our compensation, we must first verify
that the system is closed loop stable. Indeed, as shown in Figure 5.3
where we represented the Nyquist plots of a01 (s)k m1(s) and a 2 (s)k m
s+6.22
the compensations in channel 1 and channel 2 intiroduce a net sum of
anticlockwise encirclements of the point -;l equal to one. Thus the
system is expected to be closed-loopstable. The computation of the
-135-
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closed-loop poles of the controlled system yield the following set of
poles:
{-1,1896.10-2; -2,2552 j5,5152; -3,2463; -4,3457 j6,0094}.
Therefore, the closed-loop system is stable as expected.
The singular values of G(s)G (s) and G (s)G(s) are represented in
m m
Fig. 5.4 and 5.5. These plots show that the robustness requirement has
been satisfied with our compensation. Furthermore, they show that the
singular values of G (s)G(s) and G($)G (s) are almost identical. This
m m -
was expected from the very nature of our design approach. This shows
clearly that our method of design yields the same robustness condi-
tioning at the plant input and output.
Thus the controller G (s) appears to be satisfactory since it
m
yields a stable closed loop system with the required robustness
properties.
5.3.4 Discussion
The intermediate frequency compensator described above does not
attempt to increase the loop gains for intermediate frequencies smaller
than the crossover frequencies in order to improve the performance or
the system. This would be needed in particular in channel 2 corre-
sponding to the smallest singular value. However, we have seen that
the approximations of U(s) by A and V(s) by B become poor for frequen-
cies w < rd.s 1. This means that the loop gains for frequencies
-137-
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w < 5 rd.s cannot be modified in a predictable way. This problem
turns out to be of little concern with our choice of controller G (s)m
-l
since G (s) tends to a unitary matrix for the frequencies W < 1 rd.s
m
Hence G (s) does not affect the loop gains at low frequencies. Never-
m
theless, one could try to improve the performance of the system in
the intermediate frequency range by increasing -the loop gains in chan-
nel 1 and 2 provided that a low frequency compensator can still be
used. to adjust the loop gains at low frequency.
s + T
In particular, one could cascade a lag compensator a > 1, 1
S + --
OLT
to our controller k (s) in channel 2, acting on a frequency range
m2
just below the crossover frequency. Such a compensator would increase
the loop gain in the intermediate frequency range just below the cross-
over frequency. However this compensator would also provide a certain
amount of phase delay in channel 2. This phase delay could dangerously
impair the closed-loop stability by reducing excessively the angle *2
represented in Fig. 5.3. This observation corresponds to the fact that
as the slope of the singular values plot around crossover frequencies
gets steeper and steeper, the closer we will be from unstability 11].
Thus, one cannot hope to obtain good performances in the intermediate
frequency range without dangerously impairing closed-loop stability.
The actual computation of the principal phases associated to the
largest and smallest singular values of G(s)G m(s) shows that the "true"
values of * and $2 are given by
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= 65* and $2 = 320
Thus a further reduction of 2 Will make the system close to un-
stability. We will therefore proceed to construct a low frequency com-
pensator assuming an intermediate frequency controller Gm (s) as previ-
ously designed.
5.4 Low Frequency Compensation
5.4.1 Introduction
The goal of the low frequency compensator is to insure good per-
formance by increasing the loop gains in the low frequency range. As
shown in Figure 5.1, we want the gains to be larger than 10 in both
channel 1 and 2 for frequencies W < 10 rd.s . The intermediate
frequency compensator does not satisfy this requirement as the loop
gains tends to 2 for w = 10-2 rd.s 1. Following our design procedure,
we will choose a controller G (s) of the form:
G (s) = G (s) I+-
c m s-
where G is a constant gain matrix that acts on the transformed plant
G(s)G (s) at low frequencies. The procedure to be followed in order
m
to choose G is similar to the one that we used when choosing G m(s)
with the only difference that G is constant and controls the trans-
formed plant G(s)G (S).m
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5.4.2 Choice of the Low Frequency Controller
As we did in Section 5.3.2, we approximate the singular vector
matrices T(s) and V(s) given by the singular value decomposition of
G(s)G(s), by real matrices A and B using the ALiGN algorithm. We
found that the best results were obtained for the low frequency
W = 10 -2 rd.s for this value we have:
H (10-2
V (10-2j) =
[-. 67616+j.063639
L. 6587-j.55922
[-.4385l+j.63545
.63554
-. 86305-j.039761]
-. 44481+j.236
-.36097+j.52308
-.77207
and we found:
0.74 [-.81
and B
0.67J -. 58
and
.581
-. 81J
-0.67
A =
L0.74
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where the sign ambiguity on the columns of X and B yielded by the ALiGN
algorithm is removed by considering the sign of the-entries of U (10 j)
and V(10-2 j)
Similarly as in Section 5.3, we plot the successive values of the
-2 -l
coefficients O~ and 0- for frequencies around w = 10 rd.s . These
a. b
plots give us a measure of the quality of the approximations performed
and are represented in Figures 5.6.a and 5.6.b. They show clearly that
-2 -1.
the quality of approximations at w = 10 rd.s is not as good as what
we obtained. while constructing G (s). Moreover, these approximations
m
seem to be valid only for a small frequency region around 10-2 rd.s-l
as the coefficients 0- and O~ decrease rapidly. We are faced here
a. b.
with a case where the rate of change of the singular vector directions
is large enough for the approximation to hold only in a small frequency
range.' However, it turns out that the design of the low frequency con-
troller is flexible enough to allow us to choose adequately the gain
matrix G by using our design approach.
As a result of the approximation step, the gain matrix G will
have the form:
-.81 -.58 k 0 -.67 .74-
G =
.58 -.81 0 k .67 .67
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where k and k are suitable gains applied to integrators in channel
1 2
1 and 2. These gains must be chosen such that
(i) The closed-loop stability obtained by intermediate frequency
compensation is preserved,
(ii) The loop gains satisfy the performance requirements at low
frequencies.
The closed-loop stability will be preserved if the integrators acting
in the low frequency range in both channel 1 and 2 do not change the
number of encirclements of the point -l in the Nyquist stability cri-
terion. This reduces to choose the signs of k and k ,that is, to
1 2
determine whether we should apply negative or positive feedback in the
low frequency range. Inspection of the Nyquist plots represented in
Figure 5.3 suggests that a choice of k > 0 and k < 0 will not
2
change the number of encirclements of the point -1 in both channel 1
and 2. We will therefore apply a negative feedback in channel 1 while
in channel 2 a positive feedback will be used at low frequencies. At
the same time, the performance requirements impose the loop gains to
-l -l
be greater or equal to 10 for W < 10 rd.s . As shown in Figures
5.4 and 5.5, the loop gain in channel 2 is equal to 2 for w = 10 rd.s
and therefore need to be multiplied by at least 5. This suggests to
choose k 21 2 = +.5, that is:
= -.5
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Obviously, the gain to be applied in channel 1 does not need to be as
large as in channel 2. However since the approximation performed in
the low frequency range are not very accurate, the loop gains will be
modified in an unpredictable way by GL. One way to avoid this diffi-
culty is- to choose G to be a.scaled identity matrix times a unitary
matrix. Since a scaled identity commutes with every matrix, the scalar
coefficient will allow us to predict almost exactly how the loop gains
are modified. This leads us to choose k to have the same absolute
value than k2, that is:
k = .5.
Then the loop gains in both channel 1 and 2 will be multiplied by 5 at
w .= 10 rd.s_1 almost exactly and this fully justifies our choice for
k On the other hand, we can expect that the loop gains will be aug-
2
mented more than necessary in channel 1 at low frequencies.
More generally, for frequencies where the approximation algorithm
ALiGN does not yield very good results, we can always choose a compen-
sator to be of the form of a product of a unitary matrix by a scaled
identity in order to predict almost exactly how the loop gains will be
modified. This alternative procedure can prove to be very useful par-
ticularly when selecting the low frequency and high freqeuncy controllers
of our design procedure.
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5.5 Final Design Results and Concluding Remarks
As a result of our low frequency compensation, our final controller
will have the form:
0
G (s) 
-
-. 81
+-5
1 .25 s+25
s+6.25
x
0 0
-. 58 .5
x
-. 811 1 -
0
x
s+6
0 -. 67
.51 .74
The closed-loop system will have.-then the set of poles:
{-1.795.10-2 ; -2.914; -5.0826.101 jl.9361.10 1; -2.173 j5.3848; -4.0787
j6.1934}.
Thus, the closed loop system remains stable after low frequency com-
pensation. Comparison of the set of poles after and before low fre-
quency compensation shows that the low frequency compensator has the
effect of introducing a pair of complex conjugate poles (-5.0826.10-1
jl.9361.10 1} while slightly shifting the other poles. This illustrates
1 l
0
0
1 x
-1-
.74
.67
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the frequency decoupling between the low and intermediate frequencies
compensators. Furthermore, the computation of the principal phases
associated to the largest and smallest singular values of G(s)G (s)
m
shows that the values of the phase angle $1 and $2 at the crossover
frequencies are reduced respectively from 650 to 590 and from 32* to
290. This means that the low frequency compensator does not impair
the closed loop stability obtained by the intermediate frequency com-
pensator.
We represented in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 respectively the singular
values of G(s)G (s) and G (s)G(s). These plots show that the robust-c c
ness requirement is still satisfied without affecting the bandwidth
after the low frequency compensation. Moreover, -the singular values
are now greater than 10 for frequencies W < 10 rd.s~ , so that our
performance requirement is satisfied. Thus the compensator GC (s)
meets all the design requirements.
Thus we have been able to devise an adequate and simple compen-
sator G (s) by using our basic design procedure. At each step of the
procedure controllers have been selected in a systematic way. However,
since the choice of the controllers for the low frequency range as well
as the high frequency range seems to be very flexible even in the case
where the results of the approximation algorithm are not very good, the
success of our design procedure seems to depend on the quality of the
approximation performed in the intermediate frequency range. This sug-
gests that our design approach will be successful for systems such that
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the singular vectors can be approximated accurately around the cross-
over frequencies by using the ALiGN algorithm. This was the case in
the example considered and this explains primarily why our design pro-
cedure proved to be successful.
On the other hand, the final results of our design shows that we
were not able to achieve a very large bandwidth for tight loop controls.
This translates the fact that one cannot achieve too tight loop controls
without damaging dangerously the stability of the system. Hence, the
frequency transitions between low frequencies and intermediate frequen-
cies are limited and cannot be too large.
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
6.1 Summary
We have examined in this thesis the problem of designing multi-
variable feedback loops by shaping singular values. The importance of
singular values in control systems design stems from the robustness
issue since robustness criteria can be defined in terms of singular
values. Moreover, since the largest singular value of a matrix corres-
ponds to a matrix norm, it also allows to express the high loop gain
usually required for performance in terms of singular values. Thus, as
shown in Chapter 2, a typical design problem is to find a controller such
that:
(i) The nominal closed-loop system is stable
(ii The singular values of the open-loop transfer function are
small enough at high frequencies to satisfy the -robustness
requirement (2.,15).
(Qiii . The singular values- of the open-loop transfer function are
sufficiently large at low frequencies to satisfy the per-
formance requirement (2.13).
In other words, the multivariable feedback design method that we use
should guarantee the nominal closed-loop stability and should shape the
singular values of the open-loop transfer function. This constitutes
the approach to MIMO feedback design taken in this thesis. With this
point of view, we have concentrated our analysis on several existing
design methods and derived some new ones.
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In Chapter 3, we have investigated diagonalization design methods
in the frequency domain. Two diagonalization (exact or approximate)
methods, i.e. the CL and INA methods of design were analysed. Even
though these methods offer the simplifying feature of reducing the MIMO
design problem to a sequence of SISO design problems, we found that they
do not preserve the stability against a sufficiently large class of errors.
This stems from the fact that the transformation matrices that diagona-
lize (exactly or approximately) the plant are not unitary matrices. This
motivated a new diagonalization approach where by considering the SVD of
the plant, we were able to choose unitary transformation matrices, This
led to a control system structure (ig. 3.2) allowing us to shape exactly
the singular values and to meet the performance and robustness require-
ments in a loop by loop fashion. Moreover, further analysis of the SVD
of the plant (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2) allowed us to derive (Theorem 3.3)
a Nyquist stability criterion for the control system structure. The
design requirements could then be satisfied by an adequate choice of a
diagonal compensator reducing the MIMO design problem to SISO problems.
However, the transformation matrices of this compensation structure do
not generally correspond to finite dimensional LTI systems. We were
thus confronted with the problem of implementing these transformation
matrices. This reduces to an approximation problem requiring to approx-
imate the; transformation matrices by finite-dimensional LTI systems.
A trivial approximation procedure, the ALIGN algorithm, approximating
the frequency dependent matrices by constant real matrices led to the
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development of a simple design procedure (Section 3.4). This design
procedure is systematic and yields some simple compensators which are
adequate to meet the design requirements, However, the simplicity of
the ALIGN algorithm imposes some restrictions on the applicability of
the design procedure. We then examined the approximation problem in
its full generality. Some, desirable features of the approximation
algorithm were described and we found that, to our knowledge, no
approximation procedure presently availabe was satisfactory since
existing methods do not provide a closed-form solution with respect to
the L. norm. Adopting a pragmatic point of view, we then proposed an
approximation procedure which consists of an interpolation step (the
Nevanlinna algorithm) followed by an optional model order reduction
step. This solves the problem of implementing the transformation
matrices once the design has been performed.
*Design methods based on a time-domain description of linear sys-
tems are considerediii Chapter 4. Since the key element of these methods
is the LQ methodology we turned first our attention to this method.
Since the LQ methodology allows us to obtain automatically a nominally
stable closed-loop system, we investigated its ability to shape the
singular values. The asymptotic properties of the loop transfer function
at high frequencies as the control weighting matrix R = pI tends to
zero were used to obtain some insight on the robustness constraint for
the control system. The Lemma 4.1 shows also how the high loop gain
requirement can be satisfied. These results help the designer to choose
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the weighting matrices. However, the shaping .of singular values when
one use the LaQ methodology is constrained by the lack of dynamics in the
feedback loop since we must have a attenuation rate of the singular
values at high frequency, This is remedied by considering the systematic
LQ dynamic compensation introduced by Gupta in [12]. Special choices of
the weighting matrices, R = pI and a frequency dependent state weighting
matrix yield a nominally stable closed-loop system where some dynamics
have been introduced in the feedback loop. With two particular choices
of the state weighting matrix we investigated the effect of this method
on singular values. The asymptotic high frequency behavior of the
structure as p tends to zero shows that the attenuation-rate restriction
of the LQ methodology can be avoided. Furthermore, the singular values
can be shaped very easily by a shaping filter affecting each state of
the system. A simple choice of this shaping filter allows the design
requirements to be satisfied. Thus the LQ dynamic compensation approach
improves the singular values shaping properties of the LQ methodology.
The Chapter 5 provides an application example of the design pro-
cedure developed in Section 3.4. We follow the succesive steps of our
design procedure. It is shown that the success of our design procedure
depends merely on the quality of the approximations performed in the
region of the crossover frequencies. The high frequency and low fre-
quency compensation are much more flexible with respect to the quality
of approximations. The results of Chapter 5 prove the applicability
of our basic design procedure.
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6.2 Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Research
By using a physically based design perspective we have been able
to evaluate in a common framework several existing design methodologies,
The results of this study shows that,
(i) The existing diagonalization methods (CL and INA) do not apply
to the most general cases. More precisely, they only yield good results
for normal or approximately normal systems,
(ii) The LQ methodology is constrained by the lack of dynamic
compensation in the feedback loop.
These results have already appeared in the literature and they
have been used here to motivate the need fok the introduction of new
multivariable feedback design methods, These constitute the major
contribution of this thesis and are basically of two kinds. The first
contribution concerns the development of a new frequency domain based
design method using a diagonalization approach. This was achieved by
considering the SVD of the plant to be controlled and results include:
(i) A special controller structure allowing us to meet the per,
formance and robustness requirements using the properties of the
singular values.
(ii) A Nyquist stability criterion for the closed-loop system.
(iii) Approximation algorithms for the actual implementation of the
controller.
The main interest of this design method besides that it could be
useful to solve some design problems is that it proves that there
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exiats a diagonalization method that takes into account the robustness
constra4nt. Furthermore, the strength of our design approach with
respect to robustness, is demonstrated in that it allows to build a
control system which is robust both at the plant input and at the plant
output. However, it is clear that the implementation issue of our
controller introduces some complexities in the design approach. In
some cases, our design procedure with its associated trivial approxi-
mation algorithm will be successful, but unless new and simple closed-
form solution techniques for the approximation problem are found, the
computational aspects of approximations may be too cumbersome for the.
design approach to be simple.
The second contribution deals- mainly with the improvement of the
stnqul=a values shaping properties of the LQ methodology. This- is
achieved by introducing some dynamics in the feedback loop by using the
approach introduced by Gupta [12]. Special choices of weighting matrices
show that the singular values can be shaped very easily and that this
design approach is very simple. However, due to the possible need of a
Kalman filter in the feedback loop, our LQ dynamic compensator may have
a high order. This aspect may be a justification for using a frequency-
domain based design technique. Furthermore, although the LQ dynamic
compensation approach allows us to satify robustness constraints at the
plant input, it is not clear how robustness constraints can be satisfied
at the plant output, One of the problems arising from the state aug-
mentation procedure is that robustness recovery methods will recover
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the loop robustness only at the output of the augemented system which
does not correspond to the physical output of the plant. This may
constitute a major weakness of the LQ dynamic compensation approach,
The multivariable feedback methods described in this thesis suggest
several directions of further research, The most useful direction of
research would be to derive a diagonalization method avoiding the
complexities introduced by approximations. Indeed, as Mac Farlane and
Al for the CL design, we have derived in this thesis an exact diagona-
lization method of design using the VD properties of the plant. But,
as Rosenbrock showed in the INA method of design, exact diagonalization
may be too restrictive and moreover, introduces implementation problems.
The approximation problem would be avoided if we could find some
rational unitary matrices 6(s), v(s) for any plant G(s) such that:
Gt(.sl m U(. G(s V(s. is diagonal dominant, V s, D
Then, the diagonal elements of Gt(s) will represent approximations of
the singular values of G(s) with bounds specified by the off-diagonal
elements of G (s). We would then be able to meet the design require"
ments with a method similar to the INA method. Therefore# the problem
lies in how to find in a systematic way U(s) and V(s) for a given
plant G(sl. More precisely, this requires the characterization of
efficient algorithms to find U(s) and V(s).
However, the major limitation of this thesis ts associated with
the representation of uncertainties in section 2,2. A single magnitude
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bound on matrix perturbations is a worst-case representation which is
often too conservative. The problem of representing more structured
uncertainties would require the notion of directionality of the pertur-
bations, thus introducing principal phases in robustness tests. Methods
of design taking into account these less conservative robustness tests
represent in the author's opinion an interesting direction of research,
This may be achieved by a diagonalization approach for the system which
would allow the principal phases as well as the singular values of the
plant to be modified in a simple manner.
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APPENDIX: Proof of Theorem 3.2
For all s and z, the characteristic equation A2 (, sp zj = 0 can be
written as,
n-S+ a CzX aG+.. aX s',ztI=03, n
Each coefficient a Cs,z) is a rational function of s and z. Also
since,
T TA 2(, s-, z = det [EI - G Cz) G(sJ] = det EZI - G (s) G(z)]2
the coefficients a. (,zl are symmetric rational function of s and z,
Since
a. (s,zl = (73.1 (Z principal minors of order i of G (z) G (s))
a. (.s,zl is a sum of products of rational functions in s by rational
functions in z and can be expressed as
p
L.' Csy'Pi (Z)
a CgsZ)= i ii=,...ni P (S) P (Z)0 0
where P (.*) j = 1,..,p, i = l .,n, and P0 (e) are polynomials. Each
product P.. Cs) p.. (z) can be decomposed as:
2 2 2 2
P. (s-) P (zL Ts] [z+L] T[(s+0) + 5 1 [ (z+O) + & I
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i2But Cst(%L Cz-M) = %z + M Cs+zl + 2 is- a functton of sz and s+z, and
2 + 62] 
_2 + 12 ~Z+R)] 2 + 2 + 2+ 2.2 2
Ssz + RCs+z + 2] 2 +4 +6 12 +2(s+z) + (s+z)2 - 2sz]
and is. a function of sz, s+z,
Therefore a. Cs, z) can be viewed as a function of sz and s+z -denoted
by a.(s,zL f. s'z,- s+z} I11,...,n.
The characteristic equation A2 M, z, s) = 0 can be written as
n + f CSz, s+z) E n +.,.+fn sz, s+z) = 0
The algebraic function Z (s, z) can be viewed as a function E (sz, s+z)
depending uniquely on the two variables sz, s+z. Therefore the branches
Cs, z Ican be viewed as function of sz and s+z, i.e,
E . ,zL =f .(sz, s+z I n.
Thus, we have
2 CS L= E Cs-,z)
Iz=s
= fi Cs, S+sl
G r~ z ) I 
=
zus
= t 2
Therefoore a'. (s) = a. (Y for all a and i = 1,...,n.
E,
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